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Summary 
This study centers on an exploration of the similarities and differences between social enterprises, 

commercial enterprises and public sector teams that operate within the same market. The study 

seeks to contribute to the establishment of social entrepreneurship theory by furthering 

knowledge of the boundaries of social entrepreneurship. The contextual influence on the 

development of social entrepreneurship theory is becoming increasingly well understood. As 

such, different theoretical streams are accounted for and systematically structured into a model 

containing four contextually anchored approaches, two American and two European, which 

compares their structures according to eight characteristics. It is on the basis of this model that 

three cases, one social enterprise, one commercial enterprise and one public sector team all 

operating towards work integration activities and placements for the long term unemployed are 

presented and analyzed from two perspectives: one focusing on how they compare to the 

characteristics and the other on how they compare to the approaches in their entirety. It shows 

how there are many similarities between the three cases that are lost when compared to each 

approach. Furthermore, the analysis discovered a limitation within existing social 

entrepreneurship models, as none of the models turned out to be fully applicable in a Swedish 

context. Therefore, this study proposes a tentative model for a Nordic approach, rooted in the 

specific socioeconomic and institutional context of the Nordic states.   

 

 

Keywords: social entrepreneurship, social enterprise, work integration, work integrating social 
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Social Entrepreneurship 

This is a master’s thesis on social entrepreneurship in Sweden. Three actors, one commercial 

enterprise, one social enterprise and a public sector team, operating within the market of work 

integration measures will be studied and compared in order to gain insight on social 

entrepreneurship research and its connection to the local context and surrounding institutional 

framework.  The interest for the study arose as social entrepreneurship has received increasing 

attention. There is much hope among researchers that social entrepreneurship can solve long-

lasting social problems.  A process is taking place in many countries, Sweden included, where 

there is a rapidly changing competitive environment and moving boundaries between the private, 

public and nonprofit sectors.  The sector change, which by many is described as a blurring of 

sector boundaries, has been present in industrialized countries for the past three decades (Davister 

et al 2004). In this, social entrepreneurship is seen as an alternative for procuring and handling 

socially embedded resources (Stryjan 2006) and using these to create services that can be 

sustained over time. The interest in this phenomenon has been mainly policy-driven, and many 

claims have been made regarding social entrepreneurship’s potential contribution to a variety of 

issues, such as creating jobs and new forms of work, empowerment, building social capacity, 

responding to socially unmet needs, promoting local development, finding new goods and 

services, and improving the attractiveness of an industry or locality (Haugh 2005). What these 

issues have in common is the generally held belief in social entrepreneurship as a new option for 

solving these longstanding and complex social issues without putting additional pressure on 

decreasing or stagnating public budgets in many post-industrial Western economies (Groh et al. 

2013) The hope is that social entrepreneurship will enable the maintenance and renewal of 

welfare policies and the ’European Social Model’ (Lehner and Kaniskas 2012). Social 

entrepreneurship discourse is dominated by a very optimistic and visionary language, portraying 

the phenomenon as being inherently ’good’, making it a popular tool of reference when having to 

address social problems and issues. As such, my intention to take a critical approach to the 

phenomenon and providing those interested with a narrative analysis of one the shooting stars of 

policy support, social entrepreneurship.  

 

The increasing number of areas in which social entrepreneurship is applied has led to a 

proliferation of definitions and varieties of the concept, causing confusion for some and 



opportunity for others. Research initially centered around (1) who the social entrepreneur was 

and their character traits and (2) the meaning of the concept social entrepreneurship. (Bacq and 

Janssen 2011, 374). This was done in order to drive attempts to define social entrepreneurship as 

its own field of research. Today, it is still anchored in the economic field and considered a sub 

genre, or a genus, of the entrepreneurship family (Austin et al. 2006, Cook et al. 2003, Dees 

1998, Seymour 2012). Nevertheless, both conceptually and theoretically social entrepreneurship 

has become associated with more spheres of activity than economy and business alone (Westlund 

and Gawell 2012). 

 

Despite the settling of the disciplinary belonging of social entrepreneurship, a common definition 

has not yet been reached. A distinction is often made between ’broad’ and ’narrow’ definitions.  

Broad definitions tend so see social entrepreneurship as taking place in all sectors and detached 

from the issue of profit distribution. Broad definitions instead emphasize the general core idea of 

social value creation by solving social problems, which leads to social transformation. Focus is 

on the mission and outcome, and therefore the outer boundaries for what can be defined as social 

entrepreneurship do not have to be clear-cut (Alvord et al 2004, Austin et al 2006, Choi and 

Majumdar 2014, Dees 1998, Dees and Andersson 2003, Emerson and Twersky 1996, Mair and 

Martí 2006). Narrow definitions place importance on the issue of profit distribution. Profit 

making is not seen as compatible with social entrepreneurship, and therefore narrow definitions 

of social entrepreneurship limit it to take place in the nonprofit sector where nonprofit 

organizations apply business principles to increase their effectiveness and earned income. (Austin 

et al. 2006 Boschee 1995, Reis 1999, Thompson 2002) However, researchers agree that the 

boundaries between different approaches are overlapping and can instead be seen as a spectrum 

of definitions (Lehner and Kaniskas 2012). Some even contend that social entrepreneurship is an 

’essentially contested concept’, whose use ”inevitably involves endless disputes about their 

proper uses on the part of their users” (Choi and Majumdar 2014, 363). 

 

Definitions have been shown to differ due to factors such as institutional context, disciplinary 

affiliation, motivation, normative orientation and geographical origin of the researchers. (Groh et 

al. 2013) According to Seymour (2012) these can be seen as umbrella concepts for a large range 

of activities. Nevertheless, Mair and Martí (2006) and Palmås (2008) argue that of these three, 



social entrepreneurship is the broader, but also more vague concept. In this study the three 

concepts will be used in the text and are defined as the following: the social entrepreneur is the 

actor, social entrepreneurship is the activity, and social enterprise the organization through which 

the activity is performed. The general, albeit fuzzy, view of social entrepreneurship is that it 

targets social problems and/or creates social value. At the same time other fields in the 

entrepreneurship ”family” like public entrepreneurship, cultural entrepreneurship and even 

traditional commercial entrepreneurship could argue that they are doing the same, which is one of 

the more serious critiques of social entrepreneurship and whether or not it should be considered a 

field of its own. One argument for why social entrepreneurship was seen as a specific kind of 

entrepreneurship was that social enterprises tended to operate in markets from which the public 

sector had withdrawn or not provided services for while simultaneously, these markets were not 

attracting the private sector, as commercial enterprises did not consider the market profitable. 

Social enterprises filled a gap that would not otherwise have been filled. In contrast, today as a 

result of changing institutional structures, there is an increasing competition taking place as social 

enterprises and their commercial likes are more often operating within the same market. This is 

especially true when it comes to work integration measures.  

 

Research scope 
The social entrepreneurship field is young and the boundaries of the field are still in 

development. Furthermore, these developments have been made more complex, as the 

understanding and definitions of social entrepreneurship have been shown to vary depending on 

contextual factors such as socioeconomic traditions and institutional structure (Hoogendoorn et 

al, 2011). Several studies have examined the similarities and differences between commercial and 

social enterprises (Austin et al, 2006, Bacq et al, 2013, Dacin et al, 2010, Zahra et al 2008). This 

study provides an opportunity to look at the full spectrum of all three societal sectors. Based on 

this context, this study will explore: (1) The similarities and differences between a commercial 

enterprise, a social enterprise and a public sector team targeting the same market, (2) How these 

cases are understood by different approaches in social entrepreneurship theory and, (3) The 

implications that this holds for the further development of social entrepreneurship theory. 

 

In order to explore the topics above it is necessary to provide two things. One is an overview 



of the context in which this study is situated: in this case, the national institutional context of 

Sweden and the local context of Örnsköldsvik. The other is an account of the theoretical 

developments in social entrepreneurship and how these can be applied to this study. The next 

chapter will start by giving an account of the theoretical knowledge, and the following chapter 

will describe the context. As an experienced reader of master’s theses have noted now, the 

methodological chapter is not provided in the thesis itself. For the sake of creating a smooth 

reading in the narrative the methodological chapter has been placed as an appendix after the 

references. For those of you who are curious about the methods applied or have questions 

regarding the methodology I therefore refer you to Appendix 1, Methodology. We now move on 

to the Theoretical developments in social entrepreneurship.  

 



Social Entrepreneurship in Theory 
Before addressing the theoretical developments in social entrepreneurship, I will begin by 

addressing the nature of my wider academic stance and epistemological approach, which is 

within social constructivism. From a social constructivist stance, to understand how social 

entrepreneurship is defined and practiced, it must be seen as constructed within a particular 

sociocultural, political and institutional structure (Geertz 1973, 33-37). Furthermore, Geertz 

introduced the concept of thick description, meaning that to understand a social phenomenon we 

need to pay attention to the contextual details of how people act, live and communicate. Within 

my study, this means that I consider the cultural context of social entrepreneurship critically, as 

social entrepreneurship is in itself a fluid and socially constructed phenomenon. 

 

Leadbeater (1997) emphasized how social entrepreneurship is highly intertwined with the 

surrounding social, political and economic structures and their changes, as are other fields in 

social science (Leadbeater 1997). The theoretical developments of social entrepreneurship in this 

chapter will be presented in interplay with its larger societal context. In doing so, there are a 

couple of theoretical concepts, which become important to understand. First, embeddedness, 

which by Granovetter (1985) is described as how most behavior is embedded in a network of 

interpersonal relations which affect the behavior, motives and decisions of actors. Smith and 

Stevenson (2010) noted in their research that the nature of embeddedness changes depending on 

the scale of the geographic area in question, and Hägerstrand (1975) showed how the level of 

embeddedness is likely to increase with the reduction of distance. Based on this, the locality is 

highly likely to shape how social entrepreneurship manifests itself. This is especially relevant as 

studies have shown that the majority of social enterprises operate on a local level (Haugh, 2005) 

Second, in a local context the social entrepreneur becomes and embedded agent (Grimes at al 

2012) meaning that they must assume the role of a social bricoleur. DiDomenico et al (2010) 

finds that social bricolage is about the “making do, refusal to enact (or be constrained by) 

limitations, improvisation, social value creation, stakeholder participation and persuasion. “ 

(2010, 687) The tight coupling between actors creates an increase in obligations and expectations 

built into the relationship. However, this does not result in actual controls of social value. As 

donor and agent are geographically close, less direct oversight is necessary as the impact of the 



social enterprise will, if successful, be visible in the community. Third, and last, social capital is a 

concept seen as essential to entrepreneurship activities. Originally phrased by Robert Putnam 

(1993) social capital is a set of social networks and/or relations, and the norms and values 

generated through them. In other words, the social entrepreneur needs a certain level of social 

capital to engage in the process of social bricolage in a locality, which will possess its own, 

particular structure of embeddedness. It could even be so that is it necessary for social enterprises 

to have a higher degree of social capital than commercial enterprises and public institutions, as 

the presence of a social enterprise is much less established. (Stryjan 2006) This shows why these 

concepts are paramount in understanding social entrepreneurship in a contextual manner. In the 

next section, the theoretical developments of social entrepreneurship will be revised and placed 

within the larger political and socioeconomic changes occurring during that same time period.  

Social entrepreneurship narratives 

During the past decades the socioeconomic structure of the world has changed dramatically, 

having impact on the welfare systems and social service provisions in both European countries as 

well as the United States. Expenses have increased while revenues have stagnated or even 

decreased, causing social service provision to become more and more controversial.  Welfare 

provision has been shaped differently in the US and in Europe. In (western) Europe public 

policies to prevent poverty are generally comprehensive whereas it in the US is seen as a moral 

and charity issue. Knowing this, social entrepreneurship can be interpreted as a substitute for the 

”welfare state” in the US, whereas in Europe social entrepreneurship has been firmly rooted in 

the ’third sector’. (Lehner and Kaniskas 2012) Nevertheless, the concept of social 

entrepreneurship can be seen relating to how societies are organized and how services are 

provided within different socioeconomic constructs. This is why the current discourse on social 

entrepreneurship has been most influenced by development in the US and Europe during the 

1980’s-1990’s on the one hand (Borzaga and Defourny 2001, Dees 1998, Gawell et al 2009, 

Leadbeater 1997), and resourceful key actors on the other (Nicholls 2010).   

The USA Narrative  

In the 1960’s large sums had been invested in the so called ’Great Society’ program targeting 

education, health care, community development and poverty relief. The money was channeled via 

nonprofits that were responsible for providing these services. When the economic downturn came 



in the 1970’s this funding was cut. During the 1980’s - 1990’s nonprofits had to seek alternative 

economic sources to maintain their activities. (Boschee 1995, Reis 1999) As there is a 

longstanding entrepreneurial tradition in the United States, there was also a strong belief in the 

ability of entrepreneur to work for the benefit and growth of the economy and therefore society, 

via private enterprises. Parallel to the changes on the socioeconomic arena two approaches 

developed who came to influence the social entrepreneurship research field. In research many 

different terms were used to describe what is now described as social entrepreneurship, social 

enterprise and social entrepreneur. (Defourny and Nyssens 2008) One could say that the main 

change leading to the emergence of social entrepreneurial initiatives took place within the 

nonprofit sector due to cutbacks in the ”Great Society” program as these nonprofit organizations 

were forced to find different ways of funding their ongoing activities.  Parallel to this, the same 

entrepreneurial and innovative thinking that was creating business and boosting the American 

economy was being promoted for addressing social issues as well. Foundations were formed and 

supported by the business community. These two different trends gave rise to two different 

approaches in social entrepreneurship research, the Social Innovation School (SIS) and the Social 

Enterprise School (SES).  

 

The American Social Innovation School’s, from hereon referred to as the SIS approach, front 

figure is Bill Drayton and the Ashoka Foundation. The focus is on extraordinary individuals that 

can catapult social change (Sen 2007). Emphasis is on the profile and behavior of social 

entrepreneurs in a Schumpeterian perspective, meaning that they are seen as change-makers that 

create ’new combinations’. Innovation becomes a prerequisite for achieving that kind of success 

(Defourny and Nyssens 2012). It furthermore states that the social entrepreneur is seen as an 

activist of social change, upheaving the current status quo (Bacq and Janssen 2011). For the SIS 

approach the outcome and social impact achieved are the most important criteria by which the 

success of the social entrepreneur is judged; the social mission is at the very core of the SIS 

approach (Defourny and Nyssens 2008). Based on this, little attention is placed on the profit 

distribution scheme or organizational structure. The social entrepreneur will choose the 

organizational structure and form based on what will lead to the greatest spread and success of 

the social innovation in question. Despite the flexibility regarding these criteria, it is essential that 

the income generating activities be directly linked to the social mission (Bacq and Janssen 2011). 



Based on this the SIS approach can be described as a social innovation process primarily 

targeting a broad societal level, aiming for social change on a grand scale (Alvord et al 2004, 

Austin et al 2004, Dees 1998, Dees and Andersson 2003, Defourny and Nyssens 2008, 2012, 

Emerson and Twersky 1996, Mair and Martí 2006) Worth noting is that the SIS approach is 

closely related to those arguing for a broad definition of the social entrepreneurship concept 

(Alvord et al 2004, Dees and Anderson 2006). 

 

Rising from within the traditional model of entrepreneurship and innovation, the mostly 

flexible criteria for what should and could be defined as social entrepreneurship according to the 

SIS approach makes it vulnerable to critique. More specifically, as the core is the social mission, 

who is to say that a company such as Skype, which has revolutionized the connectivity between 

people across the globe or Google, who via Google Books, Translate and Scholar, is making 

information freely available to anyone with an internet connection, is not an example of great 

social entrepreneurship? This is where the boundary between social entrepreneurship and regular 

entrepreneurship gets fuzzy. Other strands of social entrepreneurship research have pointed this 

out as one of the greater SIS approach weaknesses. (Martin and Osberg, 2007)  Nevertheless, it is 

important to keep in mind that having a clear distinction is not seen as important for the SIS 

approach, which is why there is no need to have clear boundaries to the phenomenon. For the 

next approach, the SES approach, the issue of clear boundaries has been approached in a reversed 

way.  

 

The SES approach focuses on nonprofit associations and organizations developing earned-

income strategies in order to better fulfill their social undertakings and is on some instances 

referred to as the ’earned-income approach’ (Austin et al. 2006). The strict nonprofit conditions 

for social enterprises in this approach implies that the work of solving of social problems and 

creating social value must be done by either a nonprofit or by the State (Bacq and Janssen 2011). 

Nevertheless, since many social service functions in the USA are carried out by nonprofit 

initiatives instead of public institutions the SES has come to focus almost solely on the nonprofit 

sector. The core idea is that nonprofit organizations adopt business principles to develop more 

effective earned income strategies to improve the incomes and performance of the organization 

(Thompson 2002). The earned-income strategies and the social mission do not have to be linked 



to the social mission and this is therefore often referred to as the ”nonprofit, commercial 

approach”.  

 

Worth noting is how the SES approach bears much resemblance with the stream in research 

which proposes a more narrow social entrepreneurship definition. This can be seen as that there 

are two ways of understanding the current American streams of social entrepreneurship research: 

One, which emphasizes the scalability and possible impact of the mission and one, which 

requires the organization to come from the nonprofit sector. Nevertheless, the difference between 

the two should not be overstated. Just as definitions are not mutually exclusive neither are the SIS 

and SES approaches. However, they do differ even though they have originated from the same 

socioeconomic and political context. In the next section I will present the European narrative and 

the two approaches which have developed alongside each other on the other side of the Atlantic.  

 

The European Narrative 

The economic downturn in Europe during the 1970’s caused large-scale structural 

unemployment, which combined with the increased movement of people opened up the need for 

create integration policies and involving the third sector in solving these issues (Defourny and 

Nyssens 2008). An ageing population and a decrease in working individuals per capita is a 

concern for the future of the European Social Model (ESM), as tax bases are stagnating or 

eroding. Furthermore, the introduction of active labor market policies and programs have altered 

the relationship between public authority and increased competition between nonprofits (Grohs 

2013). The ESM therefore lies at the heart of social entrepreneurship development in Europe. 

How these organizations and institutional structures are constructed differ from the United States 

but on a smaller scale also between each other. This is due to what Esping-Andersen (1990) 

defines as a result of different welfare regimes. Nevertheless, it is clear that in both the US and in 

Europe the change in economic and social policy during the economic downturn in the 1970s, 

and the following decades of liberalizing economic policy, caused a change in the institutional 

environment, giving rise to social entrepreneurship initiatives. However, where the loss of 

funding was the key to the change in the US, in Europe the requirements to fulfill in order to 

receive funding became increasingly varied, and with it the number of activities. (Defourny and 

Nyssens 2010).  This increased the view of the social enterprise as having to leverage a variety of 



resources in accordance with the local context. From this we can draw that social 

entrepreneurship and the enterprises that it gives rise to hold a specific place in the economy, 

both in Europe and in the US. They find their place within the institutional complementarities 

that grow between the local context they are embedded in and the institutional structure that 

encircles their actions (Grohs et al 2013, Defourny and Nyssens 2012). It is also clear that the 

different socioeconomic and political institutional context creates a variation in the kind of social 

entrepreneurship that arises.  

 

Of the two European approaches, the most known is the EMES approach.  This approach can 

bee seen as tied to the continental welfare state model, where social services are mostly provided 

throughout nonprofit bodies via funding from the state, and by the family, which is seen as the 

main unit of society’s organization (Esping-Andersen 1990). In short, the EMES approach 

focuses on social enterprises and defines them as ”…nonprofit or private organizations providing 

goods or services directly related to their explicit aim to benefit the community. They rely on a 

collective dynamics involving various types of stakeholders in their governing bodies, they place 

a high value of their autonomy and they bear economic risks linked to their activity” (Defourny 

and Nyssens 2008). The EMES approach conceptually focuses on social enterprises and not the 

entrepreneur, as the initiative must come from a group or collective of citizens. Therefore, a 

driving individual is of course not excluded in the EMES approach, but the individual is regarded 

as surrounded and supported by a group whose members are collectively responsible for the 

enterprise’s social mission. Profit distribution is allowed but limited (Bacq and Janssen 2011) and 

has in many cases acted as a signal to public authorities that they can give social enterprises 

support in varying ways. Legislation regarding social enterprise has aided European countries in 

targeting them for involvement in public schemes, mostly regarding work integration. (Defourny 

and Nyssens 2008)  In the EMES approach, the production and income generating activities must 

be directly linked to the social mission of the enterprise. The majority of social enterprises in 

Europe can be found in the Third Sector as they see a more inclusive and democratic economy as 

an important driving force and as such, do not stress the ability to run enterprises through 

business activities to the same degree as American approaches (Palmås 2008). 

 

The UK approach developed with active involvement by the UK government (Mason 2012). 



As such it has been developed within the framework of a liberal welfare state regime (Esping-

Andersen 1990). The amount of spending on social services is generally lower and it is primarily 

charities and private resources that fund many initiatives. With the introduction of New Public 

Management (NPM), market-inspired mechanisms became more common as a means to increase 

efficiency in resource provision and, even though the public sector is not funding initiatives, they 

are involved in the institutional structure surrounding it.  During the late 1990’s the Labour Party 

administration established the Social Enterprise Coalition and the Social Enterprise Unit within 

the Department of Trade and Industry (DTI). There the DTI defined social enterprise as being 

”businesses with primarily social objectives whose surpluses are primarily reinvested for that 

purpose in businesses or in the community, rather than being driven by the need to maximize 

profits for shareholders and owners.” (Hoogendoorn et al 2011, 8) This means that according to 

the UK approach social enterprises are not strictly nonprofit but rather subject to a profit 

limitation. Furthermore, the social enterprise can be started be individuals, collectives, groups or 

legal entities. There has been big encouragement from policy makers on behalf of having 

National Health Service (NHS) professionals and community groups set up their own social 

enterprises. The belief is that such enterprises will be more responsive, efficient and cost 

effective. In addition to this encouragement, these social enterprises have been informed and 

encouraged to use a formal measurement standard meant to be useful in the evaluation of social 

enterprises, the Social Return on Investment, or SROI. (Millar and Hall 2013) Using SROI is 

connected to the high level of institutionalization as it is easier to conduct policy evaluation with 

SROI measurements in place.  

 

A Theoretical Model 

 Geographically anchored typologies are uncommon in studying social entrepreneurship 

and have mostly been conducted by a handful of researchers (Bacq et al 2011, Defourny and 

Nyssens 2008, 2010, 2012, Groh et al 2013, Hoogendoorn et al, 2010, 2011, Lehner and 

Kaniskas 2012, and Smith and Stevens 2010). Their studies have suggested that there is a lot of 

insight to be gained from this kind of analytical framework, as there are differences found in 

social entrepreneurship research in different geographical contexts. The model with four 

approaches was developed by Hoogendoorn et. al. (2010). Their model has seven characteristics, 

to which I have chosen to add one after careful consideration of the literature review: institutional 



origin. I do so as the institutional origin is strongly emphasized in the UK approach, which is not 

reflected by the other characteristics. In the model the key characteristics of each approach are  

noted in bold. 

 

Figure 1: Model of the four approaches 

Source: Adaptation of Hoogendoorn, Pennings and Thurik (2010, 10) 

 

 USA Narrative European Narrative 

Characteristic SIS Approach SES Approach EMES approach UK approach  

Unit of 
observation 

Individual Enterprise Enterprise Enterprise 

Link mission-
services 

Direct Direct/indirect Direct Direct/indirect 

Legal Structure No constraints No constraints Some constraints Some constraints 

Innovation Prerequisite Not emphasized Not emphasized Not emphasized 

Profit 
distribution 

No constraint Constraint Limited constraint Limited constraint 

Earned income Not emphasized Prerequisite Not emphasized Important 

Governance Not emphasized Not emphasized Multiple 
stakeholder 
involvement 

Multiple 
stakeholder 
involvement 
preferred 

Institutional 
structure of 
origin 

Not emphasized Not emphasized Not emphasized Formal  



 

Immediately noticeable is that even though there are some distinctive features, the approaches 

still have much in common. Nevertheless, I will intentionally examine the characteristics that 

distinguish them, in the hope of making them understandable and distinct.  

The SIS approach might be considered the most disconnected, or distinct approach as its 

focus lies on two characteristics which are not shared with either of the other approaches: the 

level of observation (individual) and innovation (prerequisite). Based on this, the ”ideal” 

enterprise according to the SIS approach would be a global, moneymaking and successful 

innovative social venture, created and driven by one amazing social entrepreneur, using her or his 

skills to bring about social transformation. A great example is Muhammad Yunus and the 

Grameen Bank (Yunus 2007). The SES approach also has two core characteristics that are not 

shared with the other approaches, though they remain more similar in structure than the SIS 

characteristics. The first is an absolute constraint on profit, and as a result the second 

characteristic is the earned-income strategy being a prerequisite. For the SES approach, the 

”ideal” enterprise would therefore be a nonprofit organization making a business plan in order to 

secure a safe and long term earned income strategy.  The EMES approach focuses on another 

characteristic, governance. Here, that the enterprise has multiple stakeholders and democratic 

structure is more important than what it does. A good example would be a local scale cooperative 

composed by many different stakeholders who jointly own and govern the cooperative.  For 

example a parent cooperative engaged in day care. Ultimately, the UK approach has a 

characteristic that distinguishes it. That is that the institutional setup was composed of much 

more formal institutional support than in the three other approaches, where they grew before 

there was a formal institutional structure in place. As such, an ”ideal” UK approach enterprise is 

a Community Interest Company, which relies on both public and private resources to provide 

community development and health care. They evaluate their operations with SROI (Social 

Return on Investment) accounting. Furthermore, having an earned income strategy is encouraged 

and seen as essential for the sustainability of the enterprise.  

 

Comparing cases against this model will give the opportunity to establish which model comes 

closest, e.g. give an opportunity to see how these geographically anchored typologies correlate 

with Swedish cases. It is “attention-grabbing” to do so based on several reasons. First, Sweden 



has been a member of the European Union since 1995 and has therefore gradually adapted to its 

incentives and encouragement of the development of a “third sector” via support from the 

European Social Fund (ESF) (Defourny and Nyssens 2012). Second, despite this Sweden has 

been very influenced by American popular culture and rhetoric emphasizing the role of the 

successful entrepreneur. Moreover, Sweden comes from a different socioeconomic development, 

which has moved towards a more UK looking model. These factors all play into the value of 

contrasting these cases against the four-approach model from this chapter. Nevertheless, as 

interest has now risen, I will turn to explain the specific context in the case of this particular 

study: the national institutional structure of Sweden and the locality of Örnsköldsvik.  



The Context 
Looking at the context in which the three cases are embedded will provide an understanding of 

the environment that has shaped and is being shaped by the rise of social enterprises and their 

counterparts. Most directly, the networks and relations present in their local environment, in this 

study the locality of a northern Swedish town, Örnsköldsvik, affect the enterprises. However, the 

locality operates in a larger framework of national policies and institutionals that is the Swedish 

welfare state. Thus I will begin by providing the nature and recent development of this national 

institutional context together with the labour market policies that provide the “rules of the game” 

for organizations involved in work integration. 

Sweden 

Sweden is one of the European countries that supports a universal welfare regime, meaning that it 

has comprehensive welfare policies supported by high taxes. As in the cases of other European 

countries, the 1980’s brought about a shift in welfare policy in Sweden. The role of competition 

as a tool for development received increased attention with the result that the previously public 

monopoly on provision of tax-funded services was gradually loosened. (Gawell 2014) This 

attention meant that sectors that previously had been public were deregulated and opened for 

competition. Private actors were allowed to enter in to several sectors where they had not been 

allowed before. Childcare cooperatives, corporations providing rehabilitation for addicts and 

psychiatric care services were among the first to enter the new markets. (Gawell 2013a) This 

more pluralistic process gained momentum in the 1990s and is still in motion. The introduction of 

New Public Management (NPM) additionally led to a more market-like structure of public sector 

relations overall. As a result, there have been a growing number of welfare services that are 

provided by private for- and non-profit actors, which are most often publicly financed through 

customer vouchers or public procurements. (Gawell 2014) Financing does however remain 

almost exclusively a public prerogative even though the number of services and the production of 

them have pluralized (von Friedrichs et. al 2014). 

 

The public procurement law was passed in 1992 as a reform taken in preparation of entering the 

European Union in 1995 (Gawell 2014). Even though this could give reason to point to Sweden 

moving towards a position closer to other European welfare states it is also key to point out that 



the position of origin when incorporating a policy will be central to its impact (Kerlin 2006).  

Institutional structure 

Sweden was in the early 20th century influenced by the idea of “folkhemmet” (“The peoples 

home”, in English). “Folkhemmet” was a notion originally used by the political conservatives to 

use the family as a metaphor for the nation. The notion was later appropriated by the Social 

democrats who used it to describe the Swedish nation as being ‘one big family’. (Larsson, 2014) 

This was central in constructing a system where Sweden, via the public sector, was responsible 

for ensuring people with a generalized standard of wellbeing, and became a guideline and 

inspiration in the development of the so called “Swedish model”. The “Swedish model” was 

essentially a division of tasks between societal sectors; the business community was responsible 

for production, accumulation and creation of workplaces, the public sector was responsible for 

the (re)distribution of taxes and the maintenance of the welfare system and ultimately, civil 

society has the role of providing culture and leisure activities, advocacy for interest groups and 

shaping a broad societal agenda. Furthermore, as civil society was active in shaping the social 

(and therefore political) agenda there were in many cases tight links between civic society and the 

State, for example the sobriety movement. (Gawell 2014) Therefore, civil society associations 

maintain a higher profile than foundations and mutuality is seen as better than charity meaning 

that the more broad the base, the more trustworthy an association is. Charity is in fact perceived 

as condescending which causes a reciprocal process where public financing is reinforced as being 

more legitimate than private donations. (Stryjan 2006) Consequently this has led to welfare 

services traditionally being provided by the public sector and profit-making from providing such 

services is generally considered immoral.  

 

The positive attitude towards a large Welfare State and the distinct separation between societal 

sectors was successful in the case of Sweden and enabled a mix of an agenda with high social and 

egalitarian goals supplied by a business community, which had a strong market orientation. 

(Stryjan 2004) This meant that for the distribution of taxes and the maintenance of the welfare 

services to work there needed to be a carefully balanced relation between production and 

distribution as they were balanced within a larger socioeconomic system. As the system was 

constructed based on an individual scale, rather than on that of a household, benefits were 

inevitably employment related. This connectedness between welfare and work is therefore one of 



the most salient features of a universal welfare regime. (Esping-Andersen 2006) Welfare 

entitlements unavoidably became employment related, resulting in the system at large being 

contingent on “full-employment”. This despite the fact that the actual provision of employment is 

not an element of welfare policy itself, but rather the responsibility of the private sector. (Stryjan 

2004) This puts a great deal of responsibility on the welfare state to maintain its system by 

minimizing any social issues and maximize revenue income (taxes). The best way to do this is 

naturally to have as large a percentile of the population working a possible.  

 

Furthermore, with a system in which full employment is seen as the norm condition, it means that 

unemployment is seen as a frictional and highly temporary phenomenon. Welfare benefits are 

therefore meant to preserve the level of an “average citizen”, rather than provide specific benefits 

for specific groups, as is the case in liberal welfare regimes like the UK. Instead, in order to 

counteract the “individual” problem of unemployment, active labor market policies are 

implemented. Even early on in the development of the “Swedish Model”, social insurance 

programs were constructed to maximize labour market performance (Esping-Andersen 1990). 

Yet, there is a small but important difference to be made between considering full employment as 

the norm compared to seeing unemployment as a structural problem. In the first case there is no 

need to maintain declining sectors but instead help people change occupations, whereas the 

second would do just that by subsidizing specific branches in the economy. This ties in to the 

opposition of charity, as the conversation of maintaining unproductive jobs just for the sake of 

employment is seen as borderline charity (Meidner 1992). 

 

Initially, labour market arguments had a strong influence on industrial policies in Sweden, 

despite the fact that these had originated from financial and trade policies. With the turn towards 

competition and NPM during the 1980s and 1990s issues regarding competition and efficiency 

became more influential, causing labour market goals to bee seen as complementary rather than 

necessary (Gawell 2014). Furthermore, the NPM introduced a new flexibility and facilitation 

regarding the flows of funds in the bureaucratic system. It also enabled the formation of different 

contracts and coalitions between actors which opened up for new possibilities, the so called 

“blurring of sectors” (Stryjan 2004). One part of this institutional change was the growing 

interest in the civil society sector, or the Third sector, in possibly being able to provide new job 



opportunities and absorb some of those who had been let go from industry and the public sector 

(Westlund, 2003). 

 

Politically discourse shifted during this change, from a ”jobs create growth” to a ”growth creates 

jobs” discourse. Meanwhile the labour market became increasingly demanding. Unemployment 

numbers have risen simultaneously as there is a shortage for a qualified workforce. As such, 

Swedish labour market policies have been “active” policies, meaning that they are centered 

around the notion that unemployed workers should receive an occupation rather than just 

financial aid, e.g. the unemployed individual provides a service in return for receiving aid. 

(Sjödin and Trygged 2014) To present an occupation for the unemployed also served a further 

purpose. The idea was to provide the unemployed with the possibility to update their skills and 

qualifications. This way, they would in as quick a period as possible yet again be at the labour 

markets disposal. (Stryjan 2004) Nevertheless, as the requirements of the labour market are 

changing much quicker today, shifting away from the traditional need for industrial manpower, 

the complementarity between the ALMP and the LM has decreased. Sweden is known among the 

Nordic countries for its long history of active labour market policies (ALMP). Norway and 

Denmark later followed the same policy path, in 1992 and 1993, respectively (Andersen 2011). 

ALMP are enacted on two levels; at the national level, the State is responsible for maintaining a 

smoothly operating labour market, and at the local level the State is responsible for covering the 

costs and management of the operational re-integration of people to the labour market (von Otter 

1978). As such, the unemployed individuals become integrated into the workforce and their 

efforts assist in the maintenance of the welfare system. Many measures include the offering of 

subsidizing internship spots, work training placements or jobs for individuals with reduced 

working capacity, and the measures have contributed to a certain rise in workforce participation. 

(Sjödin and Trygged 2014) The opening up in the bureaucratic system for new coalitions and 

contracts between actors made it possible to create new “hybrid-organizations”, for example 

municipality owned, quasi-commercial ventures, enterprises and cooperatives, all in the area of 

providing work integration and training services for LM authorities. Many of these have partly 

been funded by the European Social fund (Wood 2007) to later move on to become independent 

originations or a part of the municipal organization. The most common form, and most studied by 

academia, are so-called Work Integrated Social Enterprises, or WISE. 



 

Work Integrated Social Enterprises (WISE) have been one of the most accepted and least 

criticized of the activities that fit under the social entrepreneurship umbrella. It is one of the most 

well defined concepts and has received much policy support from governments and institutions, 

especially in Europe. In Sweden, the Swedish Public Employment Service (Arbetsförmedlingen) 

sees WISE as a common partner in finding work integrations, internships and other placements. 

Since their arrival, WISE have come to be seen as a natural part of todays socioeconomic system. 

Also, as WISE have become the dominant form of social enterprise in Sweden, it often causes the 

misunderstanding that social enterprises always concern themselves with work integration 

activities, even though social entrepreneurial dynamics are present in many different fields of 

activity. (Stryjan 2004) While the products and services produced and provided by WISE are 

regulated by the same legislation as other companies, WISE operate mainly on the resources they 

receive from the public sector in return for placements (Holm 2014). Nevertheless, these 

employment subsidies can be accessed by commercial enterprises as well, and there are also 

public enterprises, which provide the same kind of service, which is something we will see when 

we move on to the case studies. Due to the fact that the emergence of WISE started before there 

was any formal institutional support in place the majority of them arose as a local response to the 

increasing exclusion that many experienced from the labour market and thereby society at large. 

Consequently, I will now move on to describe the particular local environment for this case 

study; the northern Swedish town of Örnsköldsvik.   

 



Örnsköldsvik - The Locality 

 
Map 1: Västernorrland County, Örnsköldsvik marked in red.  

 

Source: Västernorrland County Administrative Board  

Located along the Northern Swedish coast, just above the High Coast World Heritage area, is a 

small Swedish town by the name of Örnsköldsvik, or Övik if you ask the inhabitants. It belongs 

to one of the country’s largest municipalities, number 15 out of 290, yet ranks at number 238 if 

one looks at population density. The approximately 55 000 people-large municipality suffers 

from the same demographic structure as many other mid- to small-sized Swedish municipalities. 

Örnsköldsvik has an ageing population and a proportionally shrinking share of inhabitants in the 

work force (Shahid, interview, 25 Feb 2015) Despite the demographic change, Örnsköldsvik does 

have certain characteristics, which makes it different from other small towns in similar situations. 

The most outstanding feature is that the population is not decreasing as rapidly as other similar-

sized towns. The population decreased from approximately 60 000 to 55 000 inhabitants during 

the 1990’s but has since remained stable. Also, the number of residents moving in and out of the 

municipality is among the country’s lowest (scb.se).  



 

This can partly be explained by the strong social bonds found between its inhabitants. There is a 

very strong pull-factor regarding moving back to Örnsköldsvik when it is time to start a family, 

even though one might have left when one was younger. Örnsköldsvik’s strong affection for ice 

hockey and the close-knit community around it makes even the players who make it in the NHL 

move back and build their homes there. (Hansson, 2008, SWECO 2014) The settlement pattern 

and infrastructure is constructed in a way that makes most children able to walk to their school, 

and making a trip to the grocery store or the town center is almost impossible to make without 

running into someone you know. This makes for a strong sense of community. (Axenström et al, 

1997) Nevertheless, the strong social ties can often make it difficult for outsiders to enter the 

community (Westlund and Gawell, 2012) Unless you move to town with a contract for the local 

ice hockey team it will take a long time before you are seen as a local, an “Öviksbo”. 

A population almost exclusively belonging to the same economic and social class can also partly 

explain the close-knit community. Örnsköldsvik belongs to an industry heavy region, 

Västernorrland. During the late 1800’s the region was quickly industrialized and became one the 

most export oriented parts of the country. At the turn of the 20th century the sawmills n 

Västernorrland were producing almost 30% of Sweden’s lumber. (Ördell, 1997) The region was 

despite its overall orientation task-divided between the different towns. (SWECO 2014) 

Örnsköldsviks identity was colored by being a small mill town, whereas the administrative power 

has been in the nearby town of Härnösand and the ownership of the industries was concentrated 

further south in Sundsvall. Overall this development affected the character of the region and the 

labour movement has historically been very strong there, which also has shaped the political 

scene. (Ördell, 1997) Örnsköldsvik has, even more than Sweden at large, been a stronghold for 

the Swedish social democracy, the party that formulated the idea of Folkhemmet (Eriksson, 

2011). As such, there has been little local political interest in reforming the Swedish Welfare 

Model as it is can be considered closely tied to the identity of Örnsköldsvik society. 

Both the sociopolitical and economic structure still prevails in Örnsköldsvik today. Even though 

Örnsköldsvik holds only 0,7 % of the Swedish population, it produces 3,5% of total national 

exports. Unfortunately, this causes a one sided economic structure, which means that the 



specialization of the workforce can become problematic if the industry were to decline. Increased 

efficiency has reduced the need for labour-intensive production, causing a larger part of the 

population to become unemployed. Since this process began in the late 1980s it has not been 

uncommon for the inhabitants to refer to Övik as dö- (dead-)vik (Arbuthnott et al 2010), even 

though the unemployment rate in Örnsköldsvik (8,8%) is the lowest in the County (Shahedi, 25 

Feb 2015) The structure of the local labour market is still very dependent on the three major 

manufacturing companies. The local Employment Office there has calculated that the general 

figure is that for each person laid off from the municipality’s three biggest private employers, 

BAE Systems, M-real and Bosch Rexroth, another two will lose their employment as a result of 

decreasing orders to subcontractors and a decline in consumption goods. (ibid. 2015) 

There have been many attempts to diversify the economic structure, yet the process has so far 

been slow. Even though there has been a recent establishment of a ComHem call center, which 

has reduced unemployment among young adults, and an increase in small and medium sized 

enterprises, the situation has changed little over the years.  (SWECO 2014) There is a large 

discrepancy between the large group experienced with blue-collar jobs and the increasing need 

for high tech competence within industries. Often, it is necessary to do a national search for the 

right competence. There have even been cases where employees are recruited internationally. 

Nevertheless, few of those who migrate to Örnsköldsvik choose to stay longer than a couple of 

years due to the remote location, social environment and lack of career opportunities. (Shahedi, 

25 Feb 2015) Finally, as the closest cities are approximately 100 kilometers away, a larger and 

more dynamic labour market has so far been difficult to establish. The recent establishment of a 

high-speed train track between Örnsköldsvik and Umeå has slightly increased the number 

commuting between the cities, yet not enough to be able to call it a regional labour market. 

(Jansson, 27 Feb 2015) 

This is the local context in which this study is situated. From this it is clear that Örnsköldsvik 

possesses a specific kind of embeddedness in which the three cases for this study have developed. 

It is in this environment that the social entrepreneurs must be able to work their social capital and 

commit to the process of social bricolage in order to succeed. Without further ado, I will now 

move on to the empirical data: the tale of the three enterprises Kjelles Service, Individuell 

Växtkraft and Startpunkten.  



Three cases – one market 
The three cases of Individuell Växtkraft, Startpunkten and Kjelles Service represent the different 

manifestations that initiatives that target work integration can take. One is run as a part of the 

municipal organisation, one is self-identified as a social enterprise and one is an ordinary 

commercial company. By presenting these, I hope to paint an image of the cases themselves and 

also their position in the surrounding structure and their relation to each other. In this chapter, no 

specific referencing is made in the text. Each case is based on interviews with the 

owners/managers, news articles, their webpages and interviews with key informants. A full list of 

the sources can be found at the end of the study in the reference list.  

 

Startpunkten -  a public hybrid that dared to try 

The beginning of Startpunkten was not really the opening of Startpunkten. It began with a three-

year EU-project about work integration and rehabilitation in 1997, which had been launched by 

two employees at the municipal social welfare service. The background for starting the project 

was an increasing number of individuals needing assistance to recover from burnout and other 

stress-related illnesses. As such there was an increasing diversity and complexity of the kind of 

support people needed.  As the project was coming to an end, a managerial body consisting of the 

heads of the local social welfare service, the employment office and social insurance service 

decided to turn the project into a permanent part of the municipal activities. The mission was to 

provide a place where people could receive support to improve their ability to live in and be a 

part of society. The target group was and is the long-term unemployed, recipients of income 

support or recipients of rehabilitation reimbursement. Startpunkten focuses on persons with 

complex problems and takes a holistic approach to supporting the participants.  

 

Participants are referred to Startpunkten based on an evaluation conducted by an administrator at 

either the local employment office, the social insurance service or from social welfare services. 

Where the participant is referred from depends on the kinds of problems they are dealing with. 

Startpunkten’s participants suffer from a wide variety of problems, ranging form everywhere 

from burnout, to drug addiction to physical and mental illnesses, which makes for a participant 

group with a complex composition of problems. This puts a lot of pressure on the competence 

and abilities of the administrators and supervisors working there. Each participant constructs an 



action plan together with the administrator and the personnel at Startpunkten. The action plan 

contains a set of goals for the participant to reach during their time there. The goals and the tasks 

tied to them are often, especially initially, to test the individuals work capacity and see where 

they need to develop their skill base in both simpler forms of work and regarding personal 

development.  The participants typically stay at Startpunkten for all in-between one month to two 

years. On a yearly basis there are around 65-85 participants are Startpunkten. Some will return a 

second time depending on how their situation develops. At Startpunkten the participants can 

work with assignments and tasks which allows then to develop work related skills for a future 

return to the labour market. Furthermore, they are also re-integrated into many of the social 

aspects related to regular work life. The employees at Startpunkten have the opportunity to assess 

the work-capacity and action plan fulfilment making the next step for each participant more 

tailored for their needs. The environment is regularly re-decorated and styled by the participants 

themselves so that the environments feels personal and are something which they are responsible 

for maintaining. As such, the hope is that if the participants have participated in creating the 

shared space they will also feel more inclined to care for it.  

  

To provide a variety of different tasks and work environments Startpunkten has grown to 

function almost like a production chain. The participants can work with simple assembly line 

tasks, re-holstering and re-furnishing old furniture, sewing curtains and other household textiles, 

managing the storage space or work in the second hand shop where the restored furniture is later 

sold. Typically everyone starts out at an assembly, as that provides a good start and provides a 

good opportunity to measure work capacity. Later they move on to the section at Startpunkten 

where they would like to work, depending on interest and previous knowledge, be that carpentry, 

textiles or store management and service. Startpunkten takes simple assembly tasks from local 

businesses and orders for new holstering of furniture from other municipal and country 

departments. However, during the time that Startpunkten has been running, the nature of their 

activities and what they focus on has changed with the changing composition of participants. 

Over the years, the participants have had increasing amounts of problems, meaning that 

Startpunkten has gone from focusing on work training to focusing on personal development, as it 

needs to be addressed before work training can come into question.  

 



 

At the end of the EU-project in the year 2000, Startpunkten became integrated to the municipal 

organization as a department. This signified that the department leader was a part of the 

managerial group for the Welfare Service administration. A municipal restructuring took place in 

2011, during which Startpunkten became a team under the Labour and Integration Department 

(see the organization scheme below). The placement as a team, instead of that as a department, 

lead to a smaller degree of influence over the budget, responsibilities and mandate of 

Startpunkten. 

 

Figure 2: Organizational Scheme of the Welfare Administration 

 
Source: Own adaptation from ornskoldsvik.se 

 

  When the activities were to become a permanent part of the municipal organization in 2000, the 

managerial body of the Welfare Administration, consisting of the local social welfare service, 

employment office and social insurance service, recruited Lilian Norberg as the department 

leader. Lilian had experience both from the social care sector as well as from the art world. With 

Lilian as its manager, Startpunkten became a place where care giving and provision of a 

structured environment would also display high levels of flexibility and creativity in how they 

operate and what they allow the participants to do. The goal was to create a team of employees 



who could create an inspiring environment for the participants who would be encouraged to try 

new things and solutions as a way to grow as people. Lilian was hoping to instill a combination 

of the two concepts “Sleep, eat, work, a structured daily life” together with “Why not try?” into 

the vision for how Startpunkten should function. As of March 2015 Lilian has stepped down as 

team leader, to work as a concept developer at Startpunkten until she retires. Mikael Byström was 

hired as the new team leader. He had previously worked as an administrator at Startpunkten. Prior 

to taking the position as team leader he headed an EU-financed project which aimed at providing 

work training and integration for young adults called “Tolvan” (“The twelve”, in English), and 

later became the team leader for it as it also became a permanent part of the municipal 

organization under the name “Port 5” (“Port 5”, in English).  

 

Startpunkten’s financing comes mainly out of the municipal organization’s budget. Each 

Administration receives a set sum from the Committee in responsible for them, in the case of the 

Welfare administration the Humanistic committee. This budget is then distributed by the 

administration economist to each department and team, and is meant to cover their daily 

operations. Everything in addition to the daily operations, like larger scale investments, can be 

applied for to receive the following year. The general budget for a team is drawn up in 

coordination between the team leader and the administration economist. In addition to this 

Startpunkten receives funds from two more sources. One is the “Samordningsförbund” 

(“Coordination group”, in English), which consists of representatives from the Municipal 

Organization, the Employment Office, and the Social Insurance Service. This group is 

responsible for the financial coordination of the public administrations on different levels 

(municipal, county, national) to maintain efficient resource use. Second, Startpunkten receives a 

small income from the sales they make in the retail store and for the assembly jobs they do. 

Nevertheless, the incomes from their activities represent only a small percentage of the annual 

budget.  

 

Individuell Växtkraft – a WISE with dedication 

Individuell Växtkraft (IVK) is the latest in a number of entrepreneurial developments that started 

with the establishment of the IOGT-NTO association Vårblomman in 2005. IOGT-NTO is 

Sweden’s largest temperance organization and is the Swedish branch of IOGT International. 



IOGT-NTO operates based on the vision of equality of all people and the abstaining from alcohol 

and other drugs. The local association Vårblomman started a work cooperative, Drivbänken, in 

2005. When they started they mostly worked with young people, kids and their families as a 

method to treat people who had a history of substance abuse and had been sentenced to 

community service. Later, other social groups became more apparent within the social service 

system, such as people suffering from burnout and other stress-related illnesses. All things 

considered, they felt that something was necessary to target these groups as they often ended up 

unemployed long-term.  Drivbänken applied for EU-funding and started a larger project in the 

form of a non-profit work cooperative in 2010. At this time they were also asked to take over 

responsibility for an association pool, which at that time was managed by a local sports 

association, Hägglunds IF. The association pool was a project aimed at creating a pool of 

employees who could provide minor services for local leisure and culture associations such as 

lawn mowing, cleaning and others. The employees in the pool would come from the group of 

long-term unemployed at the Employment Office. However, Hägglunds IF was mismanaging the 

association, which led the local Employment Office to ask Drivbänken if they could assume 

responsibility for the association pool. As the project period ended in 2012 Drivbänken was 

converted into an SVB company (Eng: Company with special limitation on dividends) under the 

name Individuell Växtkraft. An SVB company is required to reinvest any profit in the enterprise 

activities, namely providing more opportunities for participants to join IVK.  

 

The mission has ever since the establishment of Vårblomman been to provide an environment 

where individuals can grow as people though meaningful activities, even though the form of 

activity and organizational structure has changed. This mission is clearly described at both the 

website and in interviews together with a well-elaborated insight to socioeconomic and political 

changes over the past decades. They want to run the activities with “Heart, warmth and great 

commitment” and with the understanding that for most people there is a need for places like IVK 

because “It about a sense of security, to feel needed”. 

 

Today, IVK specifically focuses on providing placements for the long-term unemployed. It also 

happens that IVK takes in young people for internships or individuals who receive support from 

the social insurance service, even though these two groups are in the minority. The goal for IVK 



is that these people, by the end of their time at IVK, will have found employment in the ordinary 

labour market. Up to this point, there are 150 of the participants who have found employment 

after being at IVK. Typically, the participants who come to IVK are in need of a level of support 

that makes it difficult for them to participate in the labour market. Typically, the local 

employment office recommends IVK as an option for placements. Sometimes IVK contacts the 

local unemployment office to let them know they have capacity for more participants and in some 

cases the individuals themselves have heard of IVK beforehand and request going there. It is 

important to keep in mind that IVK does not have the possibility to take in participants with 

requirements that are too high for support, as their resources are limited. Furthermore, they try to 

find participants with the potential to later become employed as supervisors at IVK. This means 

that those who are long-term unemployed and who have overcome the most difficult problems 

come to IVK.  

 

The placements at IVK are almost entirely dependent on salary subsidies from the employment 

office. However, in order to break even they must also find income generating activities to 

support the enterprise. They try to find jobs and activities that are the same, or similar to, what 

the participants have previously worked with or have knowledge in. This way, the participants 

can become more skilled in their field of activity in a supportive environment. The activities are 

typically in the area of simpler work tasks, like the upkeep, refurnishing, construction and 

maintenance of the facilities owned by Vårblomman. Furthermore, they have done jobs on behalf 

of the Culture and Leisure municipal department during 2014 and they currently run three smaller 

cafés, one at the Örnsköldsvik travel center which also does catering and two at the larger high 

schools in town. They have contracts for the cleaning and upkeep of the Skyttis sports facilities 

and they used to have a large team working with the digitalization of older paper achieves for 

smaller associations and community centers. The guideline for all activities is that they should be 

as much in line with what the participants wish to do as possible and they must be meaningful. It 

is also essential that they will not put any of the participants in a compromising situation. For 

example, as some of the participants have struggled with substance abuse at some point in time 

they do not accept cleaning jobs that include cleaning out the apartments of evicted drug addicts. 

 



The choice in what activities and job offers to accept and how the IVK operations are run is 

dependent on the management, which consists of four individuals, Thomas Johansson, Monika 

Johansson, Per-Olof (PeO) Moberg and Peter Iwarsson. Thomas, Monika and PeO have been 

working together since the establishment of Vårblomman, and Peter became a part of IVK when 

they took over the association pool. Peter previously worked for Hägglunds IF. Nevertheless, 

despite the existing hierarchy between employees and participants, and between employees and 

the managing four, the structure of IVK’s daily operations are built on a flat organization 

structure which emphasizes the collective and the idea of working together as equals. This way of 

working has nonetheless given rise to a dissonance between the managing members, as one who 

comes from a different organizational structure is more used to a stronger hierarchy and therefore 

is unaccustomed to working that way.  

 

Thomas Johansson is technically the managing director of IVK, even though he himself dislikes 

the concept. He has, together with his wife, Monika, been developing a work method adapted for 

this kind of rehabilitation through work and social context since before the start of Vårblomman, 

when they worked with families recovering from substance abuse in Dalarna, Sweden. They were 

asked by the Örnsköldsvik municipality to come to Örnsköldsvik to start a similar operation and 

since have they worked and developed this method. An even longer time ago, Thomas ran several 

enterprises within the construction business. The method and vision behind IVK, Drivbänken and 

the other rehabilitating activities which Thomas has run are all based on what he describes as a 

“humanistic view” where in today’s society many people have lost the possibility to participate 

fully due to a change in the efficiency increase for regular companies and the change to a 

postindustrial society where profit margins are slimmer. Resulting from this is a growing group 

of people who fail in finding a place for them. IVK, in its current and previous forms, is by 

Thomas seen as a place for these individuals to grow as people.  

 

With the focus of IVK being on providing a place for the participants to grow, the main goal of 

IVK, at any point, has never been making a profit but breaking even with as many participants as 

possible. E.g., the more people they have been able to help the more they have succeeded. With 

this in mind, their strategies have changed but not the overall goal. During the EU-project they 

had their expenses covered, but as the project ended and they started the IVK enterprise, they 



have had to find a different strategy for funding their activities. They do their best to, apart from 

the salary subsidies from the Employment Office or placement subsidies from the social 

insurance services, find activities that to some degree generate further income. In order to keep 

IVK alive they must make around 25-30 % of their proceeds in the private market to break even. 

The most potent plan at the moment is to have as many of the cafés as possible spin off and 

become social enterprises of their own as the participants and the supervisors working could turn 

them into their own businesses if they wished. Other kinds of larger and more long-term contracts 

for the municipality are also something that they would find preferable. 

 

Kjelles Service  - a commercial enterprise with a heart 

In the year 2000, Kjell (Kjelle) Larsson had put a small 20 krona advertisement in the buy 

and sell section of the local newspaper. It said “If you need help with your house, lawn or 

anything else, call me. /Kjelle”. A couple of days later an elderly woman called, as she needed 

help replacing her entrance landing. She told a friend, who told another friend, and soon Kjelle’s 

phone was ringing of the hook. Seven to eight years later Kjelles Service in Örnsköldsvik has 22 

employees and an annual turnover of several million Swedish krona.  

 

Unknowingly, Kjelle had tapped into to a so far unexploited market in Örnsköldsvik, that of 

domestic services and general repairs. This market would explode in around 2006-2007, but at 

this point it provided an untapped market. Simply put, Kjelles idea of starting a business focusing 

on “Service for elderly people and others who need assistance with typical house stuff”, would 

prove to be very successful. To illustrate how new and unfamiliar this kind of business was at 

that point in time, the municipal office for start-up support turned Kjelle down was they felt that 

they did not believe in his business idea. Luckily, Kjelle believed in it and thought: “...this won’t 

go to hell, I’m to careful for that.”  

 

The business idea was simple. If someone needed help with something, and Kjelle knew how 

to do it, he would take on the job. It could be related to construction, refurnishing, yard work, 

cleaning, window washing, anything really. Soon, Kjelle realized that he had too much work to 

do for one person and he hired an unemployed carpenter who was registered at the 

unemployment office. Typically, when Kjelle needed to hire more employees, he typically asked 



at the employment office if they knew of anyone who might fit. As such, the employment office 

could match unemployed individuals with Kjelles Service. Furthermore, as they knew that it was 

a work place that held high standards they would repeatedly ask Kjelle of he could take on those 

who were suited for the line of work but needed some personal support. Some employees came to 

Kjelles as they were looking to change workplaces. This was the case of the current owner, Tony 

Söderström. He called about two years after the business started and asked if Kjelle needed 

someone who was good at window cleaning. Since then, Tony has worked at Kjelles, close to 

twelve years.  

 

The activities are, and were ever since the beginning, fairly straightforward. A costumer 

would call Kjelle and ask about a job. Depending on the size of the job Kjelle would either go out 

to the customer and calculate a price estimate or give the approximate sum if the job was small. 

Then, Kjelle, someone else or a group of people would go out and do the job. As the number of 

employees grew bigger some have become specialized in specific types of jobs, like cleaning, 

carpentering etc. Still, many have grown into their specific focus and built their skill base at 

Kjelles. Kjelle explained that he always figured that if he had room for them, he’d give a chance 

to those who needed a second chance. The local employment office would often call, or even the 

relative of someone they wanted him to hire. Given that he had enough work to go around he 

would say yes.  

 

The choice of running the business this way was also a prerogative for Kjelle as he, for the 

first ten years, ran the company by himself. Even though everyone working at the company 

would do the same jobs and there would be hierarchy in who would do what, specific skill related 

jobs excluded, Kjelle would always be the one making the final call. He was also in charge of 

taking and deciding on what job requests they would accept. The business kept expanding, 

reaching its highpoint around the years 2010 to 2012. At this point, several factors with an impact 

on the development of Kjelles Service were changing. The untapped market of domestic services 

had in 2007 become the target for a specific government subsidy to boost that line of business. 

The introduction of the subsidy (in Swedish, RUT-avdrag) led to a steady increase in demand due 

to a lowering of prices but also a dramatic increase in businesses entering the market, increasing 

competition and the possibility for further expansion. Furthermore, as Kjelle at that point was 



starting to plan for his upcoming retirement, he asked Tony if he wanted to join as a managing 

partner and later take over the company when Kjell would retire. The changing environment and 

increased competition for services required a new approach from the company. To meet this, 

Tony suggested that they cut back on the employment numbers and try to be as efficient as 

possible. Therefore, today there are around 10-12 full-time, or close to full time, employees 

instead of several more, but only working by the hour. This way, paperwork and management is 

reduced while the size of the business remains similar in terms of turnover.  

 

A major reason for the structure and approach Kjelle took is related to who Kjelle is as a 

person. Throughout his life he as always found himself in leadership positions. Before starting his 

business he had worked his whole life as a foreman at Domsjö Sågverk, one of the town’s 

sawmills. He coached teams in several sports, ice hockey, soccer and floor ball and when he did 

his military service he was appointed team leader for his group. Leading people is something he 

has always done. ”Maybe it wasn’t the best strategic choice but as long as I could provide work 

for them to do I figured that I could give them a chance”. Tony, too, comes from a similar 

background, having coached sports for a long part of his life. He stresses how he finds it 

important to be there and coach, especially young people, who need a little support to grow in 

life. As such, Kjelles still takes in participants and interns from the local employment office, 

however in smaller numbers.  

 

Financing was always a bearing point for Kjelle. As the business was proving to be successful 

and in demand it was possible for him to take in more people and therefore also give more people 

a chance. As long as the jobs were coming in, no major economic decisions needed to be made 

and the cautious approach to taking out loans also set a stable foundation for growth. Investments 

were always made after the cost for them had been saved rather than financed by a loan. As 

Kjelle put it “It’s nothing special…or, I guess, a lot of people do think its something special to 

build your own company…[]…“What’s important is that you should never believe that you are 

something special. You know, those cocky people, I just don’t do that kind of thing”. This 

approach to finances has been passed on to Tony. However, as the competitive environment is 

now different, Tony has entered a managing position for a period of time, putting more pressure 

on him to keep the business the size it is. Therefore, he is more careful with which people he 



brings in as service-mindedness has become increasingly important to maintain the popularity of 

the business and its long term chances of survival. 



Analysis 
After the presentation of the cases and their activities, it is now possible to look closer and 

analyze how the three cases of Startpunkten, Individuell Växtkraft and Kjelles Service relate to 

the theoretical framework, which in the chapter on Social entrepreneurship in theory was 

presented as a model covering four geographically anchored social entrepreneurship approaches.  

The procedure will be as follows: initially the cases will be examined in relation to the 

characteristics identified in the model, unit of observation, mission-services link, legal structure, 

innovation, profit distribution, earned income, governance and institutional origin. This will 

provide a deeper discussion on a detailed level of the similarities and differences of each case. 

Then, the cases will also be compared to the approaches in their entirety, which aims to provide 

an assessment and analysis why these cases can or cannot be considered examples of social 

entrepreneurship and what implications this may have on social entrepreneurship theory.  

 

Characteristics’ analysis  
Unit of observation regards how the social entrepreneurship initiative is approached, whether 

focus is on the individual entrepreneur, a team of entrepreneurs or an established organisation. 

Depending on which actor is considered as a legitimate establisher of a social enterprise, what is 

acknowledged as social entrepreneurship will differ. Kjelles Service was without doubt started by 

a single entrepreneur- the classic tale of the one individual who breaks new ground. In the case of 

IVK, decisions and ideas where over time always developed by the core group of Thomas 

Johansson, Monika Johansson and PeO Moberg, later on joined by Peter Iwarsson. This means 

that IVK, in relation to the model would have the Enterprise as the unit of observation. 

Startpunkten, however, is not as clear in how the initiative was taken. The EU-project that later 

became Startpunkten was done by two women at social services. Given the structure of how 

municipal organization work, it is less likely to see the initiative as separate from the municipal 

organization as a whole, meaning that its unit of observation does not cohere with the available 

alternatives for the unit of observation characteristic. 

 

The mission-services link is, in the case of Kjelles Service, very direct. As the business idea is 

clear and simple: provide service for those who want it, it signifies whenever he takes on a job he 



is directly fulfilling the link between mission and the services he provides. Whenever Kjelle takes 

on a subsidized employee or participant from the employment office, his mission is to provide 

that person with supervision and a set of tasks. This is separate from the general business idea 

and core, yet is done as a part of the everyday activities. In the cases of IVK and Startpunkten, 

things are different. IVK has as their mission to provide a setting where people can grow and 

become more fulfilled  human beings. In the case of IVK, being a more fulfilled human being has 

been interpreted as becoming more apt to be a part of the ordinary LM. As such, the provision of 

a supportive environment where the participants can practice their job skills, which they will later 

apply in order to achieve employment in the regular LM can be seen as the direct mission-

services link. On the other hand, when the participants practice their job skills they also do this to 

bring in money to the company, either by providing a service or by selling products. As such, the 

mission-services link is also indirect, as personal development technically could be done without 

performing these kinds of jobs, yet they are undertaken as a way to finance the mission. 

Startpunkten’s mission is very similar to that of IVK. Startpunkten has too as their mission that 

the people who come to them shall develop both as individuals and as potential employees. 

However, in the case of Startpunkten, their mission can be judged to be not as much a mission as 

it is a public sector function. The individuals who come to Startpunkten are to be provided 

rehabilitative measures so they can become “functional” members of society, which in its furthest 

extent means a part of the regular labour market. In many cases though, Startpunkten functions as 

a place where an assessment of the individual can be made for future reference when they move 

on to other measures within the public system. As such, the rehabilitation measures are directly 

linked to their mission, whereas the activities, assembly, carpentry, retail and textile are not 

directly related as the nature of the activities can be changed without impacting the mission. To 

summarize, the three cases illustrate that the link between mission and service is to a large extent 

dependent on the measurability of the mission. The easier it is to quantify and assess the mission, 

the easier it is to design a direct link, provided that the services linked also generate income.  

 

In regards to the legal structure, clear differences are visible when looking at the three cases. 

Currently, one case is an ordinary company, Kjelles Service. Almost alike is IVK, which in all 

aspects but one is an ordinary company. However, they are an SVB company, a company with a 

“special limitation on dividends”, e.g. profit limitation. Startpunkten is a part of the large 



municipal administration organization. Their legal structure seems to be dependent on two 

aspects: the nature of the mission and the institutional origin of who took the initiative. One could 

say that the legal structure of the case depends on what their initial mission was in combination 

with who took the initiative and which environment they came from.  

 

The innovation characteristic is, because of the challenge in defining the boundaries of what 

constitutes an innovation, more problematic to analyze than many of the other characteristics. To 

make a consistent evaluation of all three cases, the level of innovation will be considered on a 

national scale. Starting with Kjelles Service, it can definitely be assessed as innovative. The 

mission of the company led it to tap into a new market which was until then unexploited. 

However, something notable is that this was not due to calculated action and opportunity 

recognition. Instead, Kjelles skills-base in combination with timing meant that he struck gold. 

Kjelles Service is therefore “unconsciously innovative”.  If Kjelles Service were unconscious in 

their innovation, IVK were the clear opposite, as the development of the activities that today is 

IVK have always been preceded by consideration and deliberate action. They were, by national 

accounts, relatively early in starting their initiative - personal development through work 

integration measures - when they launched Drivbänken. The nature of innovation done by IVK 

was also different compared to Kjelles Service in other regards. The innovation launched by IVK 

was a “structural innovation” in that they changed the way in which these unemployment 

measures were normally structured and who handled them. IVK stepped in and took over 

activities that had previously been done by the public sector. Though Kjelles Service and IVK 

pose no particular difficulties for assessment, Startpunkten is more problematic. The initiative, an 

EU-project for doing something the municipality already is responsible for doing, proposed by 

two municipal administrators, can by no measure be considered innovative. Neither is integrating 

the project into the municipal structure. However, there is an innovative way of working that was 

brought into the operations of Startpunkten by one particular individual, Lilian Norberg.  The 

combination of structure and creativity can to some extent be considered new for municipal 

organizations. Now, Schumpeter defined one kind of innovation as “finding a new way to 

produce a product or service…” (Fagerberg 2003, 4). If one were to categorize the end “product” 

as an individual who can move on and find employment or improve their situation, then the 

“production” of LM-ready people was, in that regard, innovative. However, the reality of how to 



evaluate anything inside a municipal structure is problematic. The municipal organization is 

complex and bureaucratic. Nevertheless, one has to keep in mind that there is also a difference in 

regards to what is innovative in a Nordic context compared to elsewhere. Since the Nordic 

countries do have larger welfare systems, one could make a guesstimate that of there are a lot of 

activities within the welfare sector, some of them should be innovative. This could explain why 

this is difficult to assess, yet the informants were all quick to mention Startpunkten as a good 

example of social entrepreneurship, regardless of if they worked for the municipality, in the civil 

sector or elsewhere. This means that they built their team and mode of operation combined with a 

strong ethos and a for that time unique model of activity. 

 

Profit distribution is also a characteristic that displays larger differences among the three cases. 

As the three cases represent three different legal structures, that the relation to profit distribution 

differs is no surprise. Traditional commercial enterprises, like Kjelles Service, have no profit 

constraints applying to their business. In fact, that would be rather counterintuitive. By contrast, 

Startpunkten is a part of the municipal organization, which means that they do not earn money; 

rather, they spend an allocated budget. Although somewhat simplified, the nature of how they 

organize their activities is fundamentally different.  Where Startpunkten is likely to “squeeze” as 

much as possible out of each krona in the budget, Kjelles Service would intend to make as large 

as possible a profit out of each worked hour. Startpunkten and Kjelles Service can be seen as two 

ends of a spectrum in terms of profit distribution. This leaves IVK. IVK comes from the civil 

society sector, specifically an advocacy movement that traditionally had depended on voluntary 

engagement. Based on the value-base and tradition, for IVK to run their business aiming for 

making a profit, would be contrary to their roots and beliefs. SVB companies adhere to the same 

rules and regulations as ordinary companies, except they cannot hand out their profits to the 

shareholders. Instead, any profit needs to be reinvested in the business. Looking back at the 

historical roots and developments of Sweden, profit making has always been and is still 

considered rather immoral when it comes to the provision of welfare services. Combined with the 

fact that the public sector has been almost exclusively responsible for providing these services, 

IVK chose a legal structure which gives them greater legitimacy in their mission compared to a 

regular for-profit company. Their status as an SVB company, and as a work cooperative before 

that, has aided IVK in building social capital and doing social bricolage for sustaining their 



activities.  

 

Earned income was brought about as a strategy for nonprofits to secure their income beyond 

grants and subsidies. This strategy did not apply to for-profits as their activities themselves 

generate income. Because of this, earned income becomes relevant for cases that involve non-

governmental associations, and nonprofit associations. Also, these cases tend to exhibit a larger 

amount of indirect missions and service activities. For instance, Kjelles Service does not need to 

emphasize a specific strategy, as their main activity is income-generating. Startpunkten also does 

not exhibit many income generating activities, although for different reasons. Here, the political 

process and the ability to leverage social capital are more important in securing future activities. 

Therefore, the orders and sales made are not tied to Startpunkten’s performance in the same way. 

Instead of being an “income controlled activity”, Startpunkten is a “budget controlled activity”. 

IVK’s situation in regards to this characteristic is more in line with social entrepreneurship 

research. They clearly state that the income they receive apart from subsidies for taking in 

participants is not enough to make their enterprise break even. Therefore, IVK has a strategy for 

earned income, namely trying to find activities, which the participants want to do, that at the 

same time can bring in revenue to the enterprise. It also means that IVK have to be more careful 

in choosing who to take on than Startpunkten, as the IVK participants to some degree have to 

“fund themselves”.  

 

The characteristic of governance is one of the more interesting characteristics in this study, as it 

highlights one of the instances where the preferred kind according to research is less likely to live 

up to in reality. Regarding Kjelles Service there are no issues raised in regards to the fact that 

they are a traditional business organization with a manager who is responsible for decision-

making and management. However, IVK is also a business organization, albeit with a profit 

limitation. This means that the governance structure is traditionally hierarchical. Despite this, 

during the activities a flat structure of organization is encouraged between supervisors, the 

managers and the participants.  This can be interpreted to signify that there is a more indirect 

involvement of stakeholders in IVK, as they have access to a certain degree of influence over 

their activities but not over management and financial issues. Regarding Startpunkten, the 

employees are a team, which inbetween the team leader, the supervisors and administrators, 



allows for some joint decision-making. They are nevertheless still a part of the municipal 

organization, which signifies that the team dynamics is still colored by a traditionally 

bureaucratic system of governance. This is also shown as the division of tasks between the 

employees at Startpunkten are much more clearly defined and strict than at IVK or at Kjelles 

Service. Furthermore, due to the more complex problems that the participants at Startpunkten 

have, it is also safe to assume that their influence in decision-making is lower than at IVK. The 

lack of multiple stakeholder involvement is, one the one hand, not a problem in regards to 

classification as a social enterprise in some approaches, but on the other hand it has been heavily 

encouraged by both institutional actors like the EU and national governments, as well as by 

European research, which describes social enterprises as an aid to revitalize democracy via more 

democratic structures. (Lundqvist and Middelton, 2010) Looking closer, Scandinavian research, 

by contrast, does not emphasize governance structure to the same degree and multiple 

stakeholder organizations are rare in the Nordic countries.  

 

Normally, the emergence of social entrepreneurship has predated the legislation of the 

phenomenon. As a result, the initiatives have taken different forms depending on whether they 

arise from a formal institutional structure with legislation and policy support in place, or from an 

informal institutional structure, where the values, norms and beliefs give rise to initiatives before 

the formal rules are in place. Because of this difference, the development has been different from 

country to country, as the institutional origin has differed. Social enterprises are therefore often 

made up of a multitude of different legal structures and organizational forms. It was for this 

specific reason that the UK approach was introduced to the theoretical research. It displayed a 

different developmental trajectory. Legislation came very early, which together with the policy 

support given to interested groups was very successful as the number of new social enterprises 

grew quickly. For the Nordic countries, except Finland which was early to legislate on the matter 

(Kostilainen and Pättiniemi 2013), social enterprises grew in the grey-zone between the business 

and public sector. Looking at the three cases, only IVK grew in this in this grey zone area. 

Startpunkten was in the beginning, and has remained, within the formal institutional structure of 

the public sector. Ranging from initiative takers, to financing, to legal form, Startpunkten is very 

formal. Kjelles Service stems from the traditional business sector, which in many regards can 

also be described as formal, yet from a business sector perspective. IVK is in this regard the more 



interesting case. IVK stems, as do the majority of the cases of social entrepreneurship in Sweden, 

from the civil society, and its multitude of associations and advocacy groups. However, the very 

determined mindset of its managers in creating and keeping the initiative alive has meant that 

they have taken in substantial components from the business sector. Alongside this, it is also 

clear that they are maintaining a close connection to their ideological and value-based roots to 

ensure their legitimacy in providing welfare services. Bringing it all together, IVK becomes a sort 

of entrepreneurship in a nonprofit association frame.  

 

We will now move on to analyzing the cases in relation to the four approaches. Where the 

analysis of the cases in relation to each characteristic has allowed a nuanced understanding of the 

differences and similarities, the analysis in relation to the approaches will illustrate a different 

viewpoint. Here it will be possible to see to what extent cases from a Swedish context holds up 

against the four approaches. Moreover, as each approach focuses on only a few characteristics the 

impression of each case seen as a whole may provide greater contrasts. This will further illustrate 

the complexity in how the boundaries of social entrepreneurship are set and the implications of 

different levels of analysis. This will bring about an opportunity to examine the implications this 

has for theoretical development within the study of social entrepreneurship. 

 

Approach analysis 
The SIS approach has been regarded as the vaguest approach, receiving the most critique within 

the social entrepreneurship research field for its similarity with commercial entrepreneurship. It 

focuses on a specific set of characteristics: innovation and the individual as a unit of observation. 

The remaining characteristics are more or less overlooked. Comparing against the three cases 

displays that Kjelles Service could be seen as social entrepreneurship according to the SIS 

approach, provided that the involvement of the long-term unemployed has stayed as large and 

consistent as when the company was new. Furthermore, Kjelles Service was started, and for a 

long time run, by Kjelle himself. It was an innovative entrepreneurial initiative, albeit 

unconsciously so. The only thing possibly making Kjelles Service doubtful as an SIS fit, would 

be that the support and involvement of unemployed people is not a strong enough part of Kjelles 

Service’s mission. Startpunkten was, on the contrary, started by a group of individuals and is part 

of a public organization. Startpunkten does therefore not qualify as social entrepreneurship 



according to the SIS approach Finally, IVK was innovative in regards of the way they challenged 

the structure where the public sector has the monopoly on providing welfare services. However, 

the tight knit group that forms the leadership and management of IVK excludes it from qualifying 

as social entrepreneurship based on the SIS approach.  

 

The SES approach core characteristics are the absolute constraint on profits and the 

prerequisite of having an earned income strategy. In relation to the SES approach, Kjelles Service 

does not fulfill either characteristic and is in this case therefore not social entrepreneurship. The 

SES approach strictly looks at nonprofit organizations. Now, Startpunkten is technically 

nonprofit; however, as it is part of the Municipal organization the nature of budget controlled 

public expenditures is not the same as what is meant in the SES approach, as the public sector is 

completely disregarded in both American approaches. Furthermore, that Startpunkten is a 

municipal unit means that they are not dependent on having an earned income strategy. 

Therefore, according to the SES approach Startpunkten is also not a case of social 

entrepreneurship. Finally, IVK does come from the right background, as it originates from a civil 

society association. Its current legal form makes it close to, but not an exact fit, for the profit 

constraint as they have a limitation on profit. However, IVK does have an earned income strategy 

which makes it closer to the SES approach than the two other cases.  

 

A quick glance at the EMES approach and IVK seems be a suitable case of a social enterprise 

according to the EMES typology, as the EMES approach talks about social enterprises rather than 

social entrepreneurship and has a requirement that the initiative must come from civil society, 

e.g. the third sector. In this approach, characterizations originally stem from the growing number 

of workers and community cooperatives in south-continental Europe, and IVK was a work 

cooperative when they began undertaking work integration tasks. However, IVK has changed 

form to an SVB company, sliding away from the EMES approach. Also, regarding organizational 

structure, IVK does present some traits of multiple stakeholder involvement in everyday 

activities, but not for larger decisions such as ownership, management and strategy.  Therefore, 

IVK can almost be seen as a social enterprise according to the EMES approach. That an EMES 

enterprise must come from the third sector means that, according to the EMES approach, neither 

Startpunkten nor Kjelles Service are defined as social enterprises.  



 

The UK approach is in one way more generous in terms of the kinds of enterprises that fit. 

The social enterprises do not have to be exclusively nonprofit like in the SES approach or 

originate only from civil society like in the EMES approach. However, in another way it is 

stricter, as the policy support encourages the enterprises to operate based on a certain 

organization form, the CIC, using specific tools of evaluation in order to facilitate policy success. 

This means that other forms are allowed, but not supported to the same extent. In regards to the 

specific enterprise form, IVK’s legal structure is that of the Swedish equivalent of a CIC, an SVB 

company. IVK also has an earned income approach, which is important to the UK approach. 

However, IVK originated from the civil society sector before specific policy and legal 

frameworks were in place, which means that is does not fulfill the characteristic of having a 

formal institutional origin. The UK approach states that social enterprises should operate based 

on a combination of public and private resources, rather than only private as in the case of the 

SES approach. In this regard, both Kjelles Service and IVK fit. Startpunkten, once more, does not 

operate in the same way as companies do, which means that their public organization status 

excludes them also from cohering with the UK approach. To summarize, even though IVK comes 

close, it still does not quite fulfill the criteria to qualify as a social enterprise according to the UK 

approach either.  

 

By conducting the analysis from two perspectives, one deep analysis looking in specifically to 

analyze the cases regarding each characteristic, and one looking at how the cases compare to each 

approach as a whole, focused in their core assumptions, an intricate understanding of the features 

of each case in relation to the theoretical framework has been elaborated. Several observations 

can be made. The first observation is that in many instances, there are fairly large overlaps 

between the cases and the approach, such as IVK with the SES, EMES and UK approaches, and 

Kjelles Service and the SIS approach. This means that the cases of IVK and Kjelles service 

correspond to the approaches, however only to a certain extent. Second, even though 

corresponding to several of the characteristics on an individual level, when analyzed in 

comparison to the four approaches Startpunkten corresponds very poorly. The reason for this 

could be explained in terms of the nature of the Swedish welfare system, as it is much larger than 

the welfare systems in the US, the UK and continental Europe. Therefore, the universal welfare 



system has a different composition and interacts differently with the business and civil society 

sectors. This indicates that the environment in which the three cases operate seem to differ too 

much for the model of the four approaches to provide useful and important insight. This leads us 

to observation number three, which is that context seems to be such an important factor in the 

development of social entrepreneurship theory that the model of the four approaches has limited 

applicability in this study. This case study has pointed to the need for an approach that is more 

attuned to the development of the Nordic welfare states, Esping-Andersen’s universal welfare 

regimes. To do so, I will account for social entrepreneurship research done in the Nordic 

countries and provide a tentative model for a “Nordic approach” for social entrepreneurship, 

hoping that it can provide further insight to this study and therefore add a theoretical contribution 

to the growing field of social entrepreneurship. 

 

The need for a Nordic approach 
Research on social entrepreneurship has not been as prominent in the Nordic countries in 

comparison to the rest of Europe and the US. Looking at the Nordic literature on social 

entrepreneurship, the first and most noticeable observation is that researchers tend to look more 

towards Anglo-American and European social entrepreneurship research than at their Nordic 

peers. This is despite that the demonstrations of social entrepreneurship described are 

nevertheless very similar between the Nordic countries. The characteristics they have in common 

are, that in all the Nordic countries, social entrepreneurship initiatives mainly arise from the civil 

society and the large numbers of associations present in the countries. (Kostilainen and Pättiniemi 

2013) As such, the typical open governance structures of associations are the first common 

characteristic of Nordic social entrepreneurship (Gawell 2013, von Friedrichs et. al 2014) During 

the 1990s and onward the emergence of social enterprise as providers of social services became 

become common in the form of work cooperatives, child care cooperatives and work-integrating 

social enterprises in different formations. (Pestoff, 2004) In the Nordic countries social 

entrepreneurship is not required to fit into a specific organizational or legal form: it can be an 

association, a company, a cooperative or a foundation. (Gawell 2009) This open approach to 

organizational and legal form can make social enterprises seem almost like regular companies. 

What it instead comes down to is the creation of innovative initiatives for societal functions. In 

Sweden, Finland and Denmark alike the discussion centers around how to deal with welfare in 



today’s society. (Gawell 2013b, Kostilainen and Pättiniemi 2013) 

 

Another characteristic that is telltale for Nordic social entrepreneurship is that the boundaries 

between social enterprises and public sector activity are undefined and particularly blurry 

(Blombäck and Wigren 2009). The blurriness towards the public sector and business sector alike 

is why social enterprises are often described as working in the “grey areas” between the sectors 

(Gawell et al 2009). This blurriness is amplified due to the fact that there are generally 

partnerships and networks in place that span across sectors and groups. Even though civil society 

represents the majority of all social entrepreneurship initiatives, it can also come from established 

organizational contexts. (Lindhult, 2009) Emphasizing this is relevant for the Nordic approach 

since in universal welfare regimes the public sector is responsible for many areas of action in 

which normally private actors would be operating. Public financing is therefore often necessary, 

as alternative financial resources are not large enough to fully support social entrepreneurship 

initiatives. Due to this, hybrid-organizations can arise which are quasi-public, quasi-commercial 

ventures, enterprises and cooperatives (von Friedrichs et. al 2014)  

 

Since social enterprises operate within the public sector dominates area of welfare services, in 

order to gain legitimacy, they often operate with a profit limitation, as profiting from welfare 

services is generally regarded as immoral. The main difference between the Nordic countries is 

the level of institutionalization. While Finland was quick to legislate and regulate, Sweden has 

been much further behind. (Kostilainen and Pättiniemi 2013) However, when legislated, WISE 

are the kind of social entrepreneurship most supported and regulated in the Nordic countries. To 

summarize, a Nordic “ideal” type of social entrepreneurship could look as follows; an individual 

or group who launches an innovative initiative to provide a welfare service function. This 

function can previously have been the subject to public sector monopoly, or be a new function 

which the initiative is launching. The majority of financial support is likely to be from public 

funds or grants, yet there is also a strategy for earned income in place. To care for how it is 

perceived the initiative is likely to have at least some sort of profit limitation. As such, the 

initiative is in most cases going to be from, or have close ties to, civil society traditions, 

balancing between the public and business sectors. A tentative Nordic approach could look like 

this: 



 

Figure 3: A Nordic approach to social entrepreneurship  

 

Characteristic Nordic approach 

Unit of Observation Individual or group 

Mission-services link Direct and/or indirect 

Legal structure Not stressed 

Innovation Preferably 

Profit distribution Limited constraint (legitimacy) 

Earned income Necessity 

Governance  Not stressed 

Institutional origin  Civil society 

 

Source: Own development  

 

Now, returning to Kjelles Service, IVK and Startpunkten, we can now see how they compare to 

the Nordic approach. As a thorough analysis of the cases has been done in relation to the 

characteristics one can by looking at this approach make the following observations: One, that 

Startpunkten, despite being a slightly better fit for the Nordic approach, does not fit the 

framework for being a case of social entrepreneurship. However, the reason why is in this case 

not due to a lack of “social”, but rather a lack of “entrepreneurship”. Being a part of the public 

sector excludes Startpunkten from belonging to the social entrepreneurship field. Second, Kjelles 

Service does, especially in the beginning of their operations, constitute a case of social 

entrepreneurship. However, as the nature of Kjelles Service’s activities has changed because of a 

hardening competition and business climate, one could say that Kjelles Service started out as a 

case of social entrepreneurship but has, due to external pressures, become a commercial 

enterprise. Third, IVK does in relation to the Nordic approach correlate with all characteristics. 

Even though their governance structure is not ideally open structured, the Nordic approach does 



not stress this as much as other European approaches. The origin, mission and mode of operation 

places IVK as a solid Nordic example of social entrepreneurship. To summarize, this emphasizes 

the need to elaborate approaches to social entrepreneurship that are anchored in their specific 

socioeconomic, historical and institutional context, as I have here done by presenting a tentative 

Nordic approach. 



Conclusion 
This study set out to explore the differences and similarities between social enterprises, 

commercial enterprises and public sector teams that operate within the same market. In doing so, 

the aim was to investigate if, and in the case of a confirmation, how this acquired knowledge 

could add to social entrepreneurship theory. During the analysis it became clear that the context 

in which the study had been situated, in Sweden, differed too much in comparison to the contexts 

in which the theoretical framework had been developed. As Esping-Andersen states: “we cannot 

test contending arguments unless we have a shared conception of the phenomenon to be 

explained.” (2006, 160) Therefore, as a solution to find a more adjusted framework for analysis, 

a new, Nordic approach to social entrepreneurship studies was proposed based on the structure of 

the previous approaches and insight from Nordic research on the topic. To test the viability of the 

new approach the empirical material was analyzed through it. The adjustments made for a better 

analytical frame demonstrating the advantage of the new approach. Furthermore, the research 

also gave rise to some conclusions.  

 

Based on the research one can see that in a Nordic context, social entrepreneurship initiatives are 

situated in the grey zone, or seam between the business sector and the public sector. The space 

that they occupy is slim. This does not necessarily constitute a problem, yet it shows the 

vulnerability of social entrepreneurship initiatives in regards of outer change such as increased 

competition, change in policy support and funding options. IT was possible to see this in the 

study, exemplified by Kjelles Service. It started out providing a space for unemployed 

individuals who were in the need of a place where they could work, train and grow. As the 

business climate got more competitive there were too few resources to continue this to the same 

extent. Also, Startpunkten would have been classified as a social enterprise, had they not been a 

part of the municipal organization. From this it seems that if a social enterprise moves too much 

in either direction they cease to be social entrepreneurship and become either social or 

entrepreneurship initiatives. Therefore, one can conclude that the uniqueness of social 

entrepreneurship lies in that it expresses both social and entrepreneurial characteristics in a 

balanced way. Taking this further, it raises the question if anything could, or should be done to 

broaden this narrow seam where social enterprises operate. 



 

Apart from bringing clarity to the field of social entrepreneurship and its boundaries, the analysis 

also threw light on the closely related issue of innovation in the public sector. As it is now, social 

entrepreneurship activities do not include initiatives that remain within the public sector domain. 

This is intriguing, because in the Nordic countries in general, and I would like to say Sweden in 

particular, social entrepreneurship focuses on the provision of services that previously were or to 

some degree still are the provided or financed by the welfare system. In the case of Startpunkten 

the holistic management methods introduced in the creation of the team was innovative, but due 

to the bureaucratic structure of the municipality Startpunkten has become more and more 

administrative. If the bureaucratization hinders the development of innovative solutions due to 

being a part of the public sector, then it could warrant a change in how to manage and support 

public sector innovations, possibly by letting them spin off into independent social enterprises. 

By doing so, the socially targeted innovation could gain the necessary entrepreneurial features for 

social entrepreneurship and therefore be more flexible. Nevertheless, one must keep in mind that 

no enterprise, social or otherwise, remains innovative forever. Cases of social entrepreneurship 

are often innovative as they start off but later become adapters (Gawell 2013a) who operate based 

on the constantly changing “rules of the game”, which are often decided by the public sector and 

the political scene. However, to look further into this it will be necessary to establish the nature 

of public sector innovations to begin with.  

 

Furthermore, by following the development of the three cases from their founding until now, I 

have illustrated that apart from all targeting work integration in some way, the most notable 

similarity is that all of them have changed notably over time. Kjelles Service has gone from a 

social enterprise to a commercial enterprise due to increased competition. Startpunkten went from 

a project to being a part of the municipal organization and IVK has changed organizational form 

three times since the association was started ten years ago. This change is likely to continue for 

all three cases, especially for IVK. The current Swedish Government has announced their 

intentions of changing the policy concerning support measures for the long-term unemployed. 

(Svenska Dagbladet, August 8, 2015) This implies that IVK’s main source of income, financial 

support for receiving Phase 3 participants, will disappear. Instead, the current government intends 

to create jobs within the public sector activities and encourage the long term unemployed to 



pursue further education. This can force IVK to move towards a more bureaucratic path, all 

depending on how these political ideas are introduced and implemented. 

 

A side note on the topic of the public sector and its provision of welfare services: it is intriguing 

in the case of this thesis to see how an often impersonal and bureaucratic institution like the 

Municipality in Örnsköldsvik is not perceived that way. Instead, based on the interviews with 

both respondents and informants, a picture was painted of the Municipality as something more. 

This could be related to the fact that the political scene has remained very stable as has the 

municipal origination and its activities. In Örnsköldsvik, the municipality has a large influence 

over local development and has close-knit relations with businesses and citizens. A fair share of 

complaints are always present, but the Municipality is perceived as an important actor in 

developing Örnsköldsvik. I believe this is why Startpunkten is by many described as a case of 

social entrepreneurship. In the local context, Startpunkten becomes more than an administrative 

unit.  

As a final note I will address the fact that, despite the theoretical contribution of this study, the 

so-called “fuzziness” of the social entrepreneurship concept still remains. One reason which has 

lingered at the back of this study is that social entrepreneurship has become seen as very 

important in the future development of our societies. As such, in policy and in research, social 

entrepreneurship has become accepted as being something inherently “good”.  There is reason to 

be skeptical of a promoted solution which has not received systematic scrutiny and an evaluation 

of its effectiveness.  This problem is for example addressed by Malin Gawell (2012), as she 

analyses how social enterprises often address what she calls “perceived necessities”, meaning that 

the people launching a social entrepreneurship initiative rarely are the target group for that same 

initiative.  A reason behind this is that what is “good” is inevitably based on ideological and 

philosophical assumptions of how we value people and society, or, as is the case for this study, 

how we value people within the institutional frame of the Swedish Welfare State. Put differently, 

is what is good for people and good for the welfare state necessarily the same? The Welfare State 

system is in need of reform. The system was created for an industrial society that has dissipated 

over the past few decades.  Within today’s post-industrial information society, there are 

fundamental differences in how we work compared to when the welfare state system was built. 



Social entrepreneurship can in relation to this be seen in two ways. One, it can bring about a new 

way of organizing welfare services through its ability to solve social problems and bring about 

societal change; alternatively, social entrepreneurship can work within the current system and 

assume a more supportive function, where it alleviates the welfare system from some of its 

burdens. At the end of this study, there seems to be more anticipation and hope in social 

entrepreneurship providing solutions to the big socioeconomic problems than there is evidence to 

back up that claim. There is, nevertheless, plenty of evidence supporting the idea that social 

entrepreneurship initiatives do provide important functions in the local contexts within which 

they operate. These initiatives can operate closely with other local actors to design a holistic 

approach to community development. For now, this is the best practice for social 

entrepreneurships- they can be egalitarian and distinctive local actors that pragmatically operate 

in a fragile middle ground between the public and private spheres. Further research and 

development in the field is needed to further expand and articulate the full potential for social 

entrepreneurships. 
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Appendixes 

Appendix 1  Methodology chapter 

At the beginning of this study my previous knowledge of social entrepreneurship was very 

limited. I only knew that it was a growing phenomenon that was being described as a potential 

solution to many societal problems. It seemed groundbreaking and transformative.  

As for many others, my curiosity was born and I had decided on a research field. However, to 

take it on I needed to make some methodological decisions, as they are the systematic way 

though which we examine reality.  My methodological approach was influenced by the ideas of 

Geertz (1973) how he emphasized the concept of think description (1973, 33-37) which center 

around that to understand a culture we must describe in detail how people act, live and 

communicate.  As a result of that, my descriptions in this chapter will be detailed and told via a 

narrative. Since qualitative work cannot be precisely replicated due to its nature, it is instead 

common to provide the researcher with an account of how one went about to reach conclusions. 

That way, the study can be reliable without being replicable. (May 2001, 92-93). The chapter is 

structured into three sections: First, the initial phase of approaching previous research, making a 

research design and finding a research problem. Second, the initial gathering of the empirical 

material along with method choices and field considerations. Third, the processing and analysis 

of the empirical material, and the writing up of the study.  

 

The beginning – finding solid ground 

Knowing little on the topic of social entrepreneurship I began by immersing myself in literature. 

Ideally, I wanted to read enough to understand what social entrepreneurship was and to find a 

useful definition, which I could use as a set point in how I related to further studies. As my initial 

understanding of the phenomenon was limited, I needed more knowledge on the topic to find a 

sense of direction and know what to look for. (Gilje and Grimen 2007, 179-181). However, this 

quickly became untenable as social entrepreneurship has a proliferation of definitions, yet none 

of them were concrete enough to still my confusion. I therefore decided that I was going to do an 

exploratory, or inductive, study. It felt appropriate, as exploration is a preferred methodological 

approach if a group, process, activity or situation has received little or no systematic empirical 

scrutiny. Moreover, by engaging in exploratory methodology the research process will engage in 



a kind of verification where the researcher can rather tentatively confirm their emergent 

generalization instead of operating based on an ensemble of already set predictions. (Stebbins 

2008) 

Apart from the newness of the field, the most noticeable trait of the literature was the 

ideologically rooted nature of the concept and its rationales. The concepts of doing “good”, 

creating social value and solving social problems all seemed underproblematized and made my 

decisions on methodological stance and choice of research topic difficult. As Gawell put it, the 

literature is permeated by a belief that social entrepreneurship has the potential to solve our most 

challenging social issues. (Gawell 2013) It sports a vision of doing “good” and encourages 

people to contribute to this “good”. I myself during the beginning of the study attended seminars 

on the topic and found that there seemed to be a lack of understanding on what social 

entrepreneurship actually was. For example, in one seminar a manager for a group of social 

cooperatives urged people to hire them as social cooperatives were great, yet failed to provide 

information on what a social cooperative was, how they operated why they were so great. Also, it 

seemed like social entrepreneurship to an even larger extent than traditional entrepreneurship 

focuses on an image of the innovative, ambitious, “good”, and ethical, social entrepreneur, and 

the research fascination with successful examples like Mohammad Yunus. More researchers have 

pointed out the need to problematizing the “good” in social entrepreneurship, among them Bacq 

et al 2013, Chell 2014, Dey and Steyaert 2010 and Reid and Griffith 2006. 

 

Looking further into the literature, one notable fact was that less that 50 % of the body of social 

entrepreneurship research was composed by empirical studies, and of the majority were single 

case studies.  (Hoogendoorn et al 2010, Short et al 2009) This is naturally a sign of a young 

research field, yet as social entrepreneurship is being increasingly endorsed by policy it becomes 

concerning as it becomes ideologically influenced. Moreover, there is a larger body of non-

empirical papers than empirically grounded studies. Furthermore, non-empirical studies are 

produced partly by governmental institutions, think tanks and foundations dedicated to the 

promotion of social entrepreneurship. Although there were enough questions left unanswered to 

warrant a theoretical paper, my intentions were to do an empirical study. Only a few important 

studies have used grounded theory methodology (Hoogendoorn et al 2010). Grounded theory as a 

research methodology departs from a question, or even just the collection of qualitative data. 



Later the review of the collected material present repeated ides, concepts or elements which are 

coded and then used as a base for the next step of research. (Charmaz 2003). I am convinced that 

grounded theory would provide fruitful results for the development of the field. However, as I 

was already too far along in my literary studies for grounded theory to be applicable. I therefore 

decided to apply a case study methodology; it was a good fit for exploratory research, as they 

allow for the use of multiple methods and multiple sources of data, which makes the process of 

triangulation easier. (Denscombe 2010, 45) My intention was to conduct a multiple case study, a 

case study build up by several units of study, as they provide a good opportunity for theory 

development. With a multiple case study, by comparing your findings to theory, it is possible to 

make an analytical generalization. The individual cases should be similar enough so that the 

phenomenon can be examined in detail, but also different enough so that as many common 

themes can be found as possible. (Yin, 2003)  

 

By deciding to use case study methodology, the issue was now to find what I could answer- I 

needed to find myself a research problem. The literature had made me aware that social 

entrepreneurship seems very context-dependent, and there were a few comparative studies 

identifying four approaches of social entrepreneurship research. As the approaches seemed 

interlinked with the political and economic developments during the past decades I wanted to 

explore how viable these approaches were in a Swedish context, given that Sweden has a larger 

welfare state and has had a different political and economic development than the countries 

where the four approaches were most prominent. Having established that, I needed to identify a 

site for my research. In choosing, I decided to follow the advice of “dig where you stand” and 

therefore started looking into my hometown, Örnsköldsvik, to see what I could find.  

 

There were several reasons for choosing Örnsköldsvik. First of all, Örnsköldsvik is in many 

regards not a unique case. It is similar in size to many other Swedish towns and it has the same 

problems with an ageing population and a decrease in the share of workers per capita. 

Furthermore, Örnsköldsvik is an industrial town that has had a difficult time as we have moved 

into a post-industrial society. This means that, to some degree, the findings here may be useful 

for other similar Swedish towns. However, there were also special characteristics that made 

Örnsköldsvik a relevant choice for the study. One, it has always had an “entrepreneurial spirit”, 



with large numbers of small and mid-sized companies that grew around the big industries. The 

second characteristic is the social environment, which is marked by a strong sense of community 

and belief in one’s own ability to work hard and manage on their own. Three, the long-standing 

majority of the Social Democrats in the local government council means that there could be a 

strong sense of identity tied to the party that created the Swedish model and, as such, maybe a 

resistance to reform. Most importantly though, was that as an “Öviksbo”, I have already had 

access to a network and social ties which an outside researcher would first have to create, which 

speaks in favor for me getting in contact with the people I need faster than had I been new to the 

town. As such, I began by contacting an old acquaintance, who works as a research coordinator 

for the municipality, to see if she could help me make initial contact with a number of social 

enterprises. She has a large network and a good reputation, and can be described as a gatekeeper 

(Willis 2006). From having worked as a principal and at several positions in the Municipality she 

had worked closely with the culture and leisure associations, the local University affiliation and 

the business community.  She gave me contact information for IVK, Startpunkten, Ankaret, 

Sörliden-Valla Samverkansförening, Utopia World and Mellansels IF. Having her support helped 

in many ways when contacting associations and persons who did not know me. (ibid.).  

I went on to start mapping the different social entrepreneurship initiatives that were present in 

Örnsköldsvik and its surroundings. My initial research plan was to conduct an exploratory study 

of how social entrepreneurship is shaped by its context, in this case the context of Örnsköldsvik. 

However, as I realized that I had no possibility to control for actually finding all initiatives and 

therefore could not guarantee the reliability of my empirical sampling (May 2001, 92-93), I 

would need to adjust my research problem. Through my initial search, I had come across a 

different research problem.  

 
It turned out two of the cases that I had looked at were involved in providing work integration 

placements for the long-term unemployed. One was a social enterprise and one was a project that 

later had become a part of the municipal organization. Furthermore, in talking to the social 

enterprise they mentioned a commercial enterprise that did the same kind of domestic service and 

handy-man jobs as they did as a part of their work integration. I was also told that at some point 

the local newspapers had run a story on “unfair competition” between the social enterprise and 

other local companies as they received financial support for providing these placements. This 



caught my interest, as I knew what company it was. I also knew that they used to offer 

placements, internships or training jobs for the unemployed and others in need of support. Out of 

a coincidence, I had found myself with three cases: one commercial, one social and one public, 

who all operated towards the same market, that of work integration. There was now an 

opportunity for me to research two problems. The first one regarding what the differences are 

between commercial enterprises, social enterprises and public sector activities if they are 

targeting the same market. The second one was to see how these three cases would compare to 

the four social entrepreneurship approaches that were being presented in the literature. Would 

they be applicable in a Nordic context? These two research questions together could lead to an 

increased insight into social entrepreneurship and be able to contribute to social entrepreneurship 

theory development 

 

Research methods and fieldwork 

For my empirical research I spent time in Örnsköldsvik during three visits of varying length: for 

two weeks over Christmas and new years, between the first week of February and mid March, 

and for six weeks between mid April and end of May. During the December-January stay I met 

with an association, a project and a company to begin the process of gathering empirical material. 

Each meeting began with me stating what I was working on and why I would like to talk to them 

and would like their permission to use the interview material in my thesis. Each informant 

meeting was structured around a short interview about how their organization started, what they 

worked with and how their organizational structure functioned. I also asked about their networks 

and collaboration, as I wanted to build an understanding for the informal institutions in place. 

Returning in February, I began by meeting with the remaining examples of social 

entrepreneurship that I had found out about.  

 

To learn more about the formal institutional structure in the municipality, I met with informants 

at the local Employment Office and at the Work and Integration department at the Municipality. I 

wanted to learn about the local labour market and the local work force, as well as the measures 

used to target work integration. As I was approaching a fuller understanding of the local context, 

I set dates for interviews with my respondents at my three cases. Apart from targeting the same 

market, they also matched the following criteria: They were providing work integration activities, 



they were similar in size, similar in production tasks, that had started around the same period of 

time, and only operated in Övik and its surroundings. They also differed on the point of their 

sector origin, one being a commercial company, one a social enterprise and one a public unit. 

This way I could achieve a good level of comparability without having cases that were too 

similar. (Yin 2003)  

 

At each company/public team I interviewed the founder and/or the current manager, in case this 

was not the same person. I chose this as I wanted to get a good overview of the whole history and 

the decision-making processes that had been taken as things developed. Before starting, I 

explained the nature of the interview and how it was structured. I also tried to find common 

ground with the respondent so that the setting would feel comfortable. As a research interview is 

a production site of knowledge (Kvale and Brinkman 2009, 54), the rapport between interviewer 

and respondent is critically important for the type of information that participants feel 

comfortable discussing. I also asked for permission to record (Willis 2006) the interviews. I 

recorded these interviews so that I could be more attentive to the respondent and so that I could 

later return to the recordings to find specific quotes and listening to tones, expressions of feeling 

and mannerisms in how the respondents spoke. The flow of the conversation was also why I 

chose to do semi-structured interviews. That way I could be flexible without risking forgetting a 

theme or question, as I could always defer to my guide. This would help me to gather comparable 

material. By using interviews I also had a good chance of finding out more about the respondents 

values, thoughts and motivations. (Bryman 2012, 469-478). Furthermore, I had the option to ask 

follow-up questions in the chance that I missed something or had stumbled onto something new and 

interesting. As is recommended, I started off with more standardized questions and later moved onto more 

reflective and complex questions. (Willis 2006). The interviews were structured around four themes: 

the business, the production, the relations with their surroundings, and the entrepreneur 

him/herself. The interview guides were also slightly adapted to fit the organizational structure of 

each case. The three interview guides used can be found under Appendix 2  - interview guides.  

 

The last visit to Örnsköldsvik in April was not planned, but rather arose as an opportunity. One of 

the associations I had met with ran a social innovation project and had during my previous stay 

offered me a desk in their office so that I would have somewhere to work. During that time I had 



become involved in their activities, and a couple of weeks after I had left Örnsköldsvik they 

contacted me, offering me a part time position as a project coordinator because they needed more 

people to wrap up their first project year. Therefore, I went back to Örnsköldsvik and while 

working there had the opportunity to follow up on my interviews, as well as conducting another 

interview for one of the cases, Kjelles Service. Initially, I had interviewed the current owner and 

manager. However, I was now presented with an opportunity to talk to the founder of the 

company, who was able to give me deeper insight into the decisions and attitudes that built the 

company. I also began a search for information on the websites, articles, studies, and financial 

reports to locate secondary data that complemented my primary sources (the interviews and 

observations). (Denscombe 2010, 287-290) My time at the project also gave me one further 

advantage. Even though I have access to the Örnsköldsvik community, I had not lived there since 

graduating from high school. By having a desk at their office and later working there I could 

further immerse myself in the work-life community of Örnsköldsvik, more easily contact people, 

and find opportunities to meet people around the area. As such, I had more chances to observe 

and assess the social environment and common ways of communication, which provided me with 

a greater understanding of the environment in which the cases operate- a form of participant 

observation. (Baker 2006, May 2001, 153-154). During participant observation, the researcher 

can disclose things by participating in the culture and, as all comes down to access, this 

opportunity allowed me to deepen my connection to Örnsköldsvik. (Denscombe 2010, 207-225)  

 

Connecting the dots and telling their story 

When returning from Örnsköldsvik I began sorting through and preparing the data for analysis. 

An excel sheet was created for the transcribed interviews where I entered the data from each 

interview side-by-side based on the interview guide to create a comparable structure with clear 

visibility. That also enabled me to see how the three cases looked in comparison with each other. 

Initially, the idea was to create the empirical chapter based on the characteristics in the theoretical 

model. However, since the goal was always to provide a compelling narrative I decided to present 

the three cases based on a simplified structure of the interview guide: formation, activities, 

production, management, the person and financing in the case of Startpunkten and Individuell 

Växtkraft, and start, production, activities, management, the person and financing for Kjelles 

Service. The reason behind this difference was to emphasize what the core of their operations 



was in each of the cases, as Kjelles Service operates differently from Individuell Växtkraft and 

Startpunkten.  

 

As such, the empirical data presentation was written based on respondent interviews and filled in 

with the information I had gathered from the documents I had located, as well as information I 

had gathered via my informant interviews. Through this I was able draw upon multiple sources. 

The empirical chapter was particularly influenced by the concept of thick description (Geertz, 

1973, 33-37) which meant that in the process of creating a flowing empirical chapter, I found that 

the chapter was best structured with an explanation of what sources I had drawn upon on writing 

the narratives, and not referencing in the narratives themselves. In doing so the hope was to 

portray the tone and “feel” of their specific environment 

 

The analysis on the other hand is structured around the characteristics from the theoretical model: 

unit of analysis, link mission-services, legal structure, innovation, profit distribution, earned 

income, governance and institutional origin. There, the theory led the way rather than the cases, 

and they were analysed from two different perspectives to clarify that the results can be 

interpreted in several ways depending on the researcher’s point of departure. This is also why my 

theoretical model provided four different approaches: the SIS, SES, EMES and UK approaches. 

Had I chosen a specific approach it could have created a situation where the approach I chose 

would lead to narrow results. Instead, looking at all four, the image was more nuanced. By the 

end, my intention for the analysis was to ensure the validity of my research in three ways. One, 

by triangulating using multiple methods; two, by using multiple research participants that were 

both inside and outside the cases; and three, triangulating theory by using four different 

approaches to social entrepreneurship when analysing my empirical data. (Kumar and Ormison 

2012) 

 
As I have emphasized throughout the methodology, I have put great value into the presentation of 

the research. I chose to structure it into a narrative, as storytelling has a powerful way of making 

sense of the world around us and ourselves (Kvale and Brinkman 2009). As qualitative research 

is creative by nature, it would be a poor choice not to try to use this to the advantage of the study. 

(Pratt 2009) I have intended to provide a good balance between data and analysis, allowing for 



the reader to make up his or her own mind about the three cases by presenting them unanalysed 

in the empirical chapter. In the next chapter, the analysis, I walk the reader through the analytical 

process making my steps clear and easy to follow. This is a further strength of qualitative 

research- its ability to provide concrete descriptions of complex social phenomena, portraying a 

process in motion and accounting for the personalities of people as well as places.  

 

  



Appendix 2 Interview guides 

Individuell Växtkraft (Swedish)  
Företaget 
Hur länge har ni funnits? 
Vad är syftet/målsättningen med verksamheten? 
Hur har verksamheten förändrats över tiden? 
Hur har man prioriterat? Varför har en prioriterat så? 
Kan ni säga något om företagets historia och sedan gå vidare till fas3? Är det bara Fas 3? Eller 
fas 2? När började ni med Fas 3? Hur kom det sig? 

Produktionen 
Vad gör de? Hur går det till? 
När folk kommer till er: 
Vad händer sen? 
Vad gör ni? 
Vem kommer till er? 
Vad får de göra? 
Vart tar de vägen? 
Har ni kontakt sen? 
Hur ser ni på de som kommer in? Hur är de som individer?  
Vad är det för beslutsprocesser som måste göras? 

Fråga om IVK kan hjälpa mig ta reda på vart de som fått anställning sedan tagit vägen! Flest, näst 
flest, tredje etc. Hur många har IVK haft i sin verksamhet? Hur många har fått jobb? Så att jag 
kan se %  
 
Omgivningen 
Hur är relationerna med andra aktörer? 
Med kommunen? 
Arbetsförmedlingen? 
Med andra liknande företag? 
Samhället? 
Vilka samarbeten och nätverk finns? 
Vilka är era konkurrenter? Vilka fördelar har ni? Vilka fördelar har konkurrenterna? 
Hur skulle folk beskriva er verksamhet om man frågade nån på stan? 
Entreprenören 
Vad gör du i företaget? 
Vad är din historia? 
Vad skulle du/ni vilja göra som ni inte kan göra nu? 
Har ni en gemensam och tydlig vision för verksamheten?  
Vad tror du om företagets framtid? Din egen? 

 
Uppföljningsfrågor: 
Vad betyder det mer konkret? Vad gör ni då? Vad gör ni sen? 



 Kjelles Service (Swedish) 
 

Företaget 
Hur länge har ni funnits? 
Vad är syftet/målsättningen med verksamheten? 
Hur har verksamheten förändrats över tiden? 
Hur har man prioriterat? Varför har en prioriterat så? 
 

Produktionen 
Vad gör de? 
Hur går det till? 

 
När folk kommer till er: 
Vad händer sen? 
Vad gör ni? 
Vem kommer till er? Hur ser ni på dem? Hur är dem som individer? 
Vad är det för beslutsprocesser som måste göras? 
Vad får de göra? 
Vart tar de vägen? 
Har ni kontakt sen? 
Fråga om Kjelles kan hjälpa mig ta reda på vart de som fått anställning sedan tagit vägen! Flest, 
näst flest, tredje etc. Hur många har Kjelles anställt efter deras arbetsträning/praktik? %? 
 
Omgivningen 
Hur är relationerna med andra aktörer? 
Med kommunen? 
Arbetsförmedlingen? 
Med andra liknande företag? 
Samarbetar ni med någon? 
Vilka är era konkurrenter? Vilka fördelar har ni? 
Vilka fördelar har konkurrenterna? 
Hur tror du folk skulle beskriva er verksamhet om man frågade på stan? 
 
Entreprenören 
Vad gör du i företaget? 
Vad är din historia? 
Vad skulle du/ni vilja göra som ni inte kan göra nu? 
Har ni en gemensam och tydlig vision för verksamheten?  
Vad tror du om företagets framtid? Din egen? 
 
Uppföljningsfrågor: 
Vad betyder det mer konkret? Vad gör ni då? Vad gör ni sen? 

  



Startpunkten (Swedish) 
 
Enheten  
Vad är syftet/målsättningen med verksamheten? 
Hur har verksamheten förändrats över tiden? 
Hur har man prioriterat? Varför har en prioriterat så? 
Vilka bestämmer hur många personer de ska ha i sin verksamhet? Öka/minska? Vilken typ av 
verksamheter de ska bedriva? 

Hur ser själva organisationsstrukturen ut (avd.chef/enhetschef etc)? Rita! 
Vilka är det som driver det? Hur mycket frihet har dem? 
 
Produktionen 
Vad gör de? Hur går det till? 

När personer kommer till er: 
Vad händer sen? 
Vad gör ni? 
Vem kommer till er? 
Vad får de göra? 
Vart tar de vägen? 
Har ni kontakt sen? 
Hur ser ni på de som kommer in? Hur är de som individer?  
Vad är det för beslutsprocesser som måste göras? 

 
Fråga om Startpunkten kan hjälpa mig ta reda på vart de som fått anställning sedan tagit vägen! 
Hur många har Startpunkten haft i sin verksamhet? Hur många har fått jobb=? 
 
Omgivningen - relationerna 
Med andra delar av kommunen? 
Arbetsförmedlingen? 
Med företag som liknar dem? 
Vilka samarbeten och nätverk finns? 
Har ni konkurrenter? Vilka fördelar har ni? 
Vilka fördelar har konkurrenterna? 
Hur skulle folk beskriva er verksamhet om man frågade nån på stan? 
 
Entreprenören 
Vad gör du i företaget? 
Vad är din historia? 
Vad skulle du/ni vilja göra som ni inte kan göra nu? 
Har ni en gemensam och tydlig vision för verksamheten? (för att se om det finns olika viljor i 
hur detta ska göras) 
Vad tror du om Startpunktens framtid? Din egen? 

 Har ni någonsin funderat på att bli ett socialt företag? 
 
Uppföljningsfrågor: 
Vad betyder det mer konkret? Vad gör ni då? Vad gör ni sen? 


